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ABSTRACT 

 

This research primarily contributes to explore how organizations belonging to the for-impact            

sector co-create value with their beneficiaries.  

Social enterprises often serve beneficiaries who do not directly pay for the services provided              

to them. Such settings lead to generation of alternative business models. This study             

investigates what role the beneficiaries play in the business model. The context of this study is                

based in social entrepreneurship and creative industries. Co-creation, open innovation and           

user innovation were the theoretical frameworks used in this study. There has been extensive              

research on how co-creation of value with the consumers help companies design and sell the               

right products and services. However, not so much research has been done in co-creation              

within the for-impact sector. This study explores how co-creation frameworks are applied in             

social entrepreneurship.  

Case study methodology was used for gathering empirical data. The case organization chosen             

for this research is an enterprise that provides services in digital media literacy education. The               

results indicate that, under certain circumstances, the beneficiaries provide significant source           

of knowledge and value creation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

This research was built from the desire to see in what ways can beneficiaries impact a company                 

belonging to the for-impact sector. The organizations belonging to the for-impact sector run their              

business for the purpose of fulfilling their social mission, that is directed towards groups of               

beneficiaries. Such companies are also regarded to as “social enterprises” or “hybrid organizations”.  

 

My interest of investigation is directed towards seeing how an organization can not only create value                

for its beneficiaries, but also what impact have the beneficiaries on the organization in return.  

 

This study draws on the literature on value co-creation. In the commercial sector, the customers are                

generally involved in the product design through so called “open-innovation” and “user-innovation”            

practices. The academic conversation on social entrepreneurship and creativity is also discussed in the              

literature review chapter. 

 

This research was conducted on the basis of a case study research methodology. One primary case                

organization was selected for gathering the empirical data. Je Weet Zelf TV is an enterprise based in                 

Utrecht, The Netherlands. It offers educational services in digital media literacy. Mainly public             

primary and secondary schools turn to Je Weet Zelf TV to get assistance in teaching this subject.                 

Significant part of Je Weet Zelf TV activities are creative, since it focuses mainly on filming and                 

video-production. The data description chapter presents the information conducted through interviews           

and observations.  

 

The discussion chapter compares the results to the theoretical frameworks, and suggest where it is               

possible to draw generalizations.  
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1.1.RELEVANCE AND RESEARCH QUESTION 
 

 

Co-creation of value with customers, as well as open innovation and user innovation, have been               

researched mainly in the context of the commercial sector. The commercial sector benefits from              

co-creation with consumers by acquiring the information about the consumers' needs. When it comes              

to for-impact sector, there is not so much known about co-creation with beneficiaries. Beneficiaries              

receive and benefit from the service provided by an enterprise, but they do not necessarily pay for                 

these products. Few studies were conducted to find how enterprises co-create with their beneficiaries,              

in order to better satisfy their needs. Moreover, co-creation is a two way process, suggesting exchange                

of benefits between all parts involved.  

 

This study was conducted in order to find how a for-impact enterprise can benefit from co-creating                

with its beneficiaries. The overall research question:  

 

 

RQ: How does co-creation with beneficiaries impact a creative social enterprise?  

 

 

was formulated to lead the direction of the whole study.  

 

This study was conducted with the help of case study methodology. One primary case organization,  

Je Weet Zelf TV, was selected to gather empirical data. Following two sub-questions helped me to                

answer the overall research question.  

 

RQ1: How does Je Weet Zelf TV co-create with its beneficiaries?  

 

RQ2: How does co-creation with beneficiaries impact Je Weet Zelf TV?  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In regards to the overall research question 

 

 

 
RQ: How does co-creation with beneficiaries impact a creative social enterprise?  

 
 
 
 
 

 and following subquestions 

 
RQ 1.  How does Je Weet Zelf TV co-create with its beneficiaries?  

 
RQ 2. How does co-creation with beneficiaries impact Je Weet Zelf TV?  

 
 

 

 

the literature review is divided into four main parts, based on the following academic conversations.  

 

 

As this study investigates the context of a creative industry, a short introduction to the creative                

industry studies opens the literature review chapter. The second framework I used to lay down the                

theoretical basis, is studies on hybrid organizations and social entrepreneurship, since this study is              

concerned with organizations working at the intersection of sectors. Furthermore, literature on            

co-creation and related relevant frameworks is examined in the closing part of the chapter.  
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2.1. CREATIVE INDUSTRIES  

The research on creativity and creative industries has experienced advancement mainly in the last two               

decades. Hesmondalgh (2013) pointed out on the changing nature of the industry from so-called one               

“cultural industry” into “the cultural and creative industries”. The development occurred as a change              

from the one general industry, into many more significant industries based on creativity and              

knowledge economy.  

 

According to Caves (2000), creative industries include goods and services associated with “cultural,             

artistic, or simply entertainment value” and include such products as “book and magazine publishing,               

the visual arts (painting, sculpture), the performing arts (theatre, opera, concerts, and dance), sound              

recordings, cinema and TV films, even fashion and toys and games” (Caves, 2000; 1). 

2.2.SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP  

 
Studies on social entrepreneurship are also relatively recent area of academic discussion. Most of the               

research has been devoted to the definition of the term (Defourny, 2001, Mair and Noboa, 2006).                

Defourny (2001) distinguished between two main points of view on defining “social            

entrepreneurship”; normative and institutional approach.  

 

Normative approach looks at the organization from the point of view of primary values and intentions                

to set up a business. Opposed to possible arguments devaluating the importance of social              

entrepreneurship studies (such as Schramm, 2010), various authors illustrated the relevance of            

acknowledging the existence of social entrepreneurship, and structuralized the unclear research area by             

clear definitions (Borzaga and Defourny, 2001), (Clark, 2009), (Alter, 2010), (Kerlin, 2009). 

The normative approach suggested that social entrepreneurs are motivated by “social category” of             

opportunities (Martin and Osberg, 2007). Social mission motivates value proposition of a social             

enterprise - which usually serves the unmet or poorly met consumer needs, which have not been                

addressed by neither of the existing sectors (Dees, 2002) and they continuously cause deprivation to a                

segment of society. (Martin and Osberg: 2007) 
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In the last decade, the research on social entrepreneurship advanced from simple definitions to more               

advanced investigations, such as, for example, determinants of social entrepreneurs intentions (Martin            

and Noboa, 2006)  (Hockers, 2017).  

 

The literature on “hybrid organizations” is partly in parallel with the social entrepreneurship studies. It               

shows various forms that organizations can take while pursuing their mission. Hybrid organizations are              

claimed to be such that combine particular characteristics of several different types of organization (for               

example, a profit maximizing business and a charitable organization) (Hockerts, 2015).  

 

Social enterprises and hybrids are as well perceived as organizations on the intersection of different               

sectors. For example, Alter (2006) presented a scheme that illustrates different nature of enterprises              

found in between pure philanthropy and profit-maximizing firms, using the enterprise ultimate means             

as the main differentiation. Grassl (2012) adds the social sector, placing the social enterprises into the                

“third sector” economy, that is based mainly on the European tradition of “cooperative economy”              

(Defourny, 2001). 

 

Hockerts (2015) explains the nature of hybrids through the term of “antagonistic assets “. Hybrids are               

effectively pioneering value creation through the exploration and transformation of seemingly           

antagonistic assets.” (Hockerts, 2015, 84). The term antagonistic assets then opposes the traditional             

“complementary” assets, which companies look for when creating profits. Employing marginalized           

people would be, for example, seen by commercial companies as antagonistic. A hybrid organization              

will turn the perceived antagonisms into complementarities, which enables it to create a business              

model that will help it to pursue its mission.  
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2.3.CO-CREATION  

2.3.1. Value co-creation  

The open collaborative models and co-creation framework has been studied mainly in the context of               

the commercial sector. The frameworks that include consumers in value co-creation originates in the              

change against the so-called “manufacturer-active” paradigm as described by Hippel (1978). The            

manufacturer paradigm was relevant in the industrial production era. It is characterized by “traditional”              

roles of the producer and the end consumer. The consumers traditionally played a passive role - their                 

needs were supposed to be identified and filled by the manufacturers. Some authors point out that this                 

paradigm is still alive nowadays in particular industries, such packaged goods and similar (Hienerth,              

2011). 

The 21st century industries parallel to a “manufacturer-active” framework is so called “producer             

innovation framework” (Chesbrough, 2010). That is where product innovation would originate directly            

from producers within their research and development activities (typically in protected innovation            

centres) and would be supplied to customers by sales. In this model, producers are motivated by profit                 

expectations (Baldwin and Hippel, 2011) and they do protect their innovation processes accordingly.             

Trade secrets are highly valued in this framework, which makes the innovation openness undesirable;              

which is also how it is treated by traditional economic theory. (Baldwin and Hippel, 2011).  

One of the problems of the manufacturer-active framework pointed out by Hippel, was that the               

manufacturers alone are often quite imperfect agents (Hippel, 1978). As opposed to the traditional              

framework, Hippel proposed a “customer-active” paradigm, where the customer is the one who comes              

out with ideas for new products. Since consumers are the ones who have needs, and are therefore more                  

able to identify them (Hippel, 1978). 

The new paradigm was further studied in the context of co-creation of value, for example by Prahalad                 

(2004). “Co-creation is about joint creation of value by the company and the customer” (Prahalad and                

Ramaswamy, 2004; 8). In co-creation paradigm, consumers are informed and empowered, therefore            

increasingly co-create value with the firm. The authors claim that the markets are becoming something               

as platforms for conversation and interactions between consumers and firms (Prahalad and            

Ramaswamy, 2004).  
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2.3.2. User Innovation 

Open innovation and co-creation was in the literature based on the studies of Hippel, who introduced                

the “user innovation” concept (Hippel, (2005)). “Users” in his definition are the end users of the end                 

product. Hippel attributes the growing users' ability to innovate mainly being a result of              

computerization and the development of the information society, which gives the users more ability to               

“make exactly right products for themselves” (Hippel, 2005; 123). This was based on the logic that                

different actors have different needs. While the users generally do expect to benefit from using the                

product or service, the manufacturer, on the other hand does expect to benefit from selling it to the                  

users (Hippel, 2005). When the users are enabled to innovate themselves, they would be less likely to                 

purchase products that serve their needs imperfectly. Consumers, therefore, face the “innovate or             

buy” decision; whether they will decide to innovate on their own, or pay to another party to do so,                   

depends mainly on transaction costs of such acts (Hippel, 2005). Customer centric paradigm is              

therefore based on the customer, who is looking for highest direct value, and is willing to pay for it                   

accordingly; more than on incentives of the producer's expectations of profit (Baldwin and Hippel,              

2011).  

    

The open frameworks are based on accessing external knowledge, which is how the focal company               

benefits from including the external parties, including customers, into the process. Felin and Zenger              

(2014) and Miles and Green (2008) mention the “hidden knowledge”. The knowledge needs to be               

revealed for the innovations to take place; if the firm lacks the necessary knowledge, it needs to allow                  

it from the external partners (Felin and Zenger, 2014: 923). Chatterji and Fabrizio (2014) identified               

user, amongst different stakeholders, as “the most important source of external knowledge” (Chatterji             

and Fabrizio 2014; 1427). 

 

Some authors identified which users are most likely to innovate and share their innovation with others.                

“Lead Users”, as proposed by Hippel (2005), are those who are able to make the most user                 

innovations. An important component of user innovation is also the willingness of the users to reveal                

their ideas to the public. Jeppesen and Frederiksen (2006) tested several hypotheses regarding the              

innovative user communities in the context of open platforms. They found that those who are more                

likely to reveal their innovations are hobbyists, those who wish to be recognized in the community,                

and the leading-edge users. (Jeppesen and Frederiksen, 2006).  
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In contrast to other types of collaboration, user communities are said to be quite distinct because of the                  

users' motivation - users select their own problems to explore and solve, usually for the purpose of                 

hoping that eventually these solutions will be adopted and implemented by the firm (Felin and Zenger,                

2014).  

 

The mentioned studied mostly investigated what “size” of innovations the users bring. Classification of              

types of innovation and vary according to the drivers of innovation, or to the intensity of innovation.                 

(Norman and Verganti, 2014). The intensity of innovation was mainly divided between Incremental             

and Radical. While Incremental innovation gives improvements within a given frame of a product or               

service, radical innovation changes this frame completely. In other words, the former is a continuous               

modification of product - it gives small changes to the product, or improves the performance. The                

latter is rather somehow new or unique, brings new paradigms and creates potential for bigger changes                

(Norman and Verganti, 2014). 

 

For the industries to be able to identify which users contribute with the most useful knowledge, it is                  

desirable to research what type of information the users are users able to come up with. While some                  

authors claimed that the innovation from users is mostly incremental, and that end users are seldom                

like to produce any novelty (Jepenssen and Frederiksen, 2006), others found out that some users “have                

demonstrated the ability to develop truly novel solutions with high commercial attractiveness”            

(Hiernent et.al 2011; 848), and even that inventive collaboration with users are likely to bring up                

radical innovations (Chatterji and Fabrizio 2014). Also, Cea and Rimington pointed out that in              

previous research, novelty was sometimes higher when discovered by non-experts, or that “a crowd              

also can judge more effectively than experts”  (Cea and Rmington, 2017; 99).  

 

2.3.3. Open Innovation 

While user innovation is based directly on the consumer-centric model and is focused on the users at                 

hand, open innovation is a broader concept that includes complex ways of collaboration between many               

different stakeholders. Hippel and Baldwin (2010) lined out the difference between the single user              

innovation and the “innovation openness”. However, some authors do include user innovation just as              
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one type of open collaborative solutions (Felin & Zenger, 2014, Chatterji & Fabrizio, 2014, Pisano &                

Verganti, 2009).  

However, for a business model, neither a closed manufacturer-active or producer framework, or a              

completely open non-excludable framework, are in the real world suitable for different situations and              

business models in the new era. Emergence of the new various frameworks is driven “mainly by new                 

technologies, increasingly digitized and modularized design practices, and the recent very low cost             

internet communication channels” (Hippel and Baldwin, 2011). Hippel and Baldwin proposed the            

“Collaboration and Modularity” explanations. They stressed out that, not each of any described models              

do necessarily exist in isolation; and that various hybrid models of those are much more common to                 

thrive in the real world (Hippel and Baldwin, 2011).  

 

Various open innovation and collaboration frameworks are based on opening the organizational            

boundaries. That happens when firms need to interact with their environment and external             

stakeholders (users, customers, suppliers, universities, and also the competitors ), in order to access             

new knowledge. Many alternatives can be found within collaborative architectures, such as contests             

and tournaments, alliances, joint ventures, licensing, open source platforms, development communities           

and so on (Felin and Zenger, 2014).  

 

Chesbrough elaborated on the need for organizations to open their boundaries and acquire extra              

knowledge. In the new economies, some problems are simply too highly complex to be solved by one                 

single company. Producer innovation processes might be very slow, or even completely insufficient             

(Chesbrough, 2011). On the other hand, when the problems become so complex that one company is                

not capable of finding marketable solutions, the flow of knowledge from the external partners              

generally leads to increased research and development and financial performance, as well as increased              

innovation outcomes for firms (Felin and Zenger, 2014: 923), as well as mutual benefit for the                

co-creators and other advantages (Hippel and Baldwin, 2011).  

 

Open business models  

“A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures              

value” (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; 14). According to definition of Teece (2010), business model is               

a “conceptual, rather than financial, model of business. It embodies nothing less than the              
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organizational and financial architecture of a business” (Teece, 2010; 173). Deck (2010) puts             

emphasis on a business model being the key element of any open innovation concept; allowing any                

external influences and ideas flow into the innovation process, is primarily affected by the architecture               

of its business model. “Open business models” are those being used to create and capture value by                 

collaborating with outside partners (Osterlwader and Pigneur, 2010). The other way around,            

integration of stakeholders have “heavy effects on (at least some of) the key elements of a company’s                 

existing business model.” (Hienerth, et. al, 2011; 347) On top of that, Hienerth pointed out that                

“co-creation perspective affects the profit formula. (...) the co-creation perspective can also introduce             

an additional value proposition: users may not only derive value from using a product that satisfies                

their unmet needs, but the opportunity to co-create (with the company or with other users) itself often                 

delivers value back to the users - such as pride, self-esteem, empowerment, receiving feedback,              

recognition or creativity enjoyment” (Hienerth, et. al, 2011 347). 

Co-creation is therefore not only collaboration of several partners in the value creation, but as well an                 

exchange and share of value, responsibility and gains between those partners.  

 

2.3.4. Definitions of terms  

In the literature review above, the basic distinctions between several different terms used in this thesis                

were outlined.  

The leading research question of this thesis contains the term “co-creation,” in the meaning of value                

creation realized by cooperation between the focal organization and its stakeholders. “Open            

innovation” frameworks then refer to a company opening up its organizational boundaries in order to               

absorb knowledge from the outside environment. “User innovation” refers to knowledge and            

inventions generated and brought by the end users of a particular product or service.  
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2.3.5. Co-creation in Social Entrepreneurship 

 
As summarized in the literature review above, there is quite a lot known about the nature of                 

co-creation and the role of the end users and customers in the commercial sector. However, not so                 

much known is about the same problematics in the context of social enterprises, hybrid organizations               

and the for-impact sector.  

 

Svirina, et. al (2016) claimed that “social entrepreneurs use open innovation much more frequently              

than conventional entrepreneurs, as they build flat structured sustainable business models.” (Svirina,            

et. al, 2016; 6). Their research found that, for example, it is common for social businesses to use closed                   

innovation and then share and exchange the solutions or ideas with the partners (Svirina, et. al, 2016).  

 

In analogy to user innovation (Hippel, 2006, 2010), Cea and Rimington (2017) discussed how              

stakeholder engagement is viewed in the for-impact sector. They claimed that listening to the              

beneficiaries was “insufficient” in comparison to the commercial sector, where co-creation with            

consumers have become a new paradigm. They claimed three reasons why that is the case: 1) business                 

models being built to satisfy donors and investors at the expense of listening to the beneficiaries. (Cea                 

and Rimington , 2017; 104). 2) priorities are set without the beneficiaries as equal partners 3)               

Prevailing mindset not allowing to co-create within the community. According to their research,             

people in the sector basically believed that they are the smartest, and struggled to listen to the                 

beneficiaries (Cea and Rimington, 2017; 105).  

 

Twersky, et.al (2016) also pointed out that in the for-impact sector, the focus has been mostly put on                  

“those who pay”, rather than those who are meant to benefit from the product. They identified several                 

challenges that block listening to the beneficiaries: being it “too expensive”, “too difficult to get               

responses”, or “too uncomfortable” (Twersky, 2016; 45). Although Twersky investigated mostly           

non-profit sector in the US context, these results seem to be applicable to hybrid organizations,               

depending on their context (for example, so called “enterprising nonprofits” (Dees, 2005) or those              

whose business model is built so that the beneficiaries and customers are two separate segments (Cea                

and Rimington, 2017).   
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3. CASE DESCRIPTION 

Je Weet Zelf TV is the primary case organization I worked with to gather the empirical data for this                   

study. Je Weet Zelf TV is a company located in Utrecht, Netherlands. It exists for the purpose of                  

spreading the education in digital media literacy, mainly through teaching in the classrooms. Je Weet               

Zelf TV orients its services towards children and young people in primary and secondary education.  

 

The primary service Je Weet Zelf TV offers are the media literacy (“Mediawijsheid” in Dutch) classes                

and practical workshops. They are either short term and project based, or come in a form of long term                   

cooperation between Je Weet Zelf TV and the given educational institutions. Those are mostly primary               

or secondary schools. This happens through interactive teaching in the classrooms combined with             

practical workshops with tangible results. Next to that, Je Weet Zelf TV offers production of               

professional promotional videos, where the students of the particular client institution are highly             

involved in the production process.  

 

Two people are in the core management of Je Weet Zelf TV at the moment - co-founders Claudia and                   

Jurjen. Both of them, as well as their colleagues, are media Coaches, specialized in different areas of                 

creative media production; ranging from video-production to photography or illustration. Employees           

of Je Weet Zelf TV who work as media coaches are further referred to as “coaches”.  

 

The students and pupils who are the main receivers of Je Weet Zelf TV initiatives are called                 

“beneficiaries”. The beneficiaries of Je Weet Zelf TV are mostly young people between 5 - 12 years                 

old (primary schools) and 12 - 16 years old (secondary schools). Big portion of them attend Je Weet                  

Zelf TV classes as a mandatory part of their compulsory education. However, some portion of Je Weet                 

Zelf TV classes also exist in the form of after school and extracurricular activities.  

 

Je Weet Zelf TV clients are intermediaries who provide access to beneficiaries. The clients also               

receive the services through cooperation with Je Weet Zelf TV, as well as they are the paying                 

customers. Most of the clients are public educational institutions, non-profit organizations, or even             

parents. The classes vary from compulsory education in the school, to voluntary or after-school              

activities. Many of the clients order the services of Je Weet Zelf as short time projects.  
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However, Je Weet Zelf TV works with some of the schools on a long term basis. One of the long term                     

clients is also Onder De Bogen school (further also referred to as “ODB”). ODB is a public primary                  

school that works with “International Primary Curriculum” - a method of constructing            

interdisciplinary educational goals and concept with focus on  21st century skills.  

 

Je Weet Zelf TV and Onder De Bogen have been working together for several years. Je Weet Zelf is                   

permanently present on the school mostly through Claudia, who comes every week to teach the lessons                

and workshops, as part of the compulsory classes at ODB. She also co-produced the professional               

promotional video for the school, and she continuously works on designing the long-term digital media               

literacy programme together with the school managers. 

 

 

Figure 1.: The two case organizations - Je Weet Zelf TV and Onder De Bogen 

 

 

 

 

 

The empirical data for this study has been gathered among the employees of both organizations. A                

large portion of this data provides information about cooperation between Je Weet Zelf TV and Onder                

De Bogen. Nevertheless, not only their cooperation has been discussed, and the data description              

chapter contains also countless information about events occurring out of this partnership.  
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4. METHODOLOGY 
 

Qualitative research and case study were chosen as the main research methods for this study.  

Justensen and Mik-Meyer (2012) regard to qualitative methods as such that are “well suited to               

describe phenomena in context and, against that background, provide an interpretation that leads to a               

greater understanding of the phenomenon”. Here the word “qualitative” implies emphasis on the             

qualities that are not easily measured or measurable (Justesen and Mik-Meyer, 2012; 16).  

When choosing qualitative research and interviews as the method of data collection, the sample is not                

usually representative in statistical sense - that is why the results are compared with the theory                

(Justesen and Mik-Meyer, 2012).  

According to Hancock and Algozzine, a case study possess three main characteristics: first, it focuses               

on an individual representative, group, organization or phenomena. Second, the phenomenon research            

is studied in its natural (empirical) context. Third, it is richly descriptive. (Hancock, Algozzine, 2011;               

37)  

My choice and understanding of a case study as a research method also corresponds with the one of                  

Flyvbjerg (2006), who views this method as an important method, central to human learning. That is                

because it provides us with access to examine complex problems in depth, within a specific empirical                

context. Thus it allows us to gain more expertise and competence, rather than simply what Flyvbjerg                

calls “gathering context-independent knowledge” (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 222). A case study might          

therefore be useful not exactly to prove something per se, but more for a continuous learning in areas                  

where subjectivity is involved to a high degree (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 224). That is connected to inductive                

reasoning as a chosen method for this study.  

 

This case study does not aim at searching universals or theories. In accordance with Flyvbejrg “force                

of example” (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 228), the results of this case study also do not aim to be representative                  

of any sector or an industry as a whole. Rather, dependent on the specific empirical context of the                  

study, the discussion part of this paper reveals  where we are able to draw generalizations.  
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4.1.STRATEGY OF CASE SELECTION 
 
Knowing my interest of research and topic delimitation, I have selected the case organization, Je Weet                

Zelf TV. Knowing that it follows a social mission, as well as it creates its final product - promotional                   

videos - together with its beneficiaries, made it a perfect fit for the topic of my interest. Besides seeing                   

the organization as fitting for the research in this regards, I did not know in advance to what extent the                    

beneficiaries were involved in the company's processes. That raised many new questions: how exactly              

are they involved in the production? What degree of autonomy they get in their creation? Based on                 

these and more question marks raised, the research question for this paper was formulated.  

 

My and Je Weet Zelf TV cooperation emerged out of our network - me and the founder met in the past                     

and were in touch for some months before agreeing on conducting this research.  

That was also a factor that strengthened the issue of possible subjective bias. The subjective bias (or                 

bias towards verification) is a tendency to confirm the researcher's preconceived notions, and can              

possibly lower the validity and therefore scientific value of research, and is typically mentioned in               

connection to scientific quality of case studies (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 235). On the other hand, Flyvbjerg               

also pointed out that “researchers who have conducted intensive, in-depth case studies typically report              

that their preconceived views, assumptions, concepts, and hypotheses were wrong and that the case              

material has compelled them to revise their hypotheses on essential points” (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 235).  

 

Prior to the data gathering, we also have agreed on asking one of Je Weet Zelf TV's clients to become                    

part of the study. The purpose of including a client to the data collection was because only through                  

having access to one of the long-term clients, I could directly see the activities of Je Weet Zelf TV.                   

Without this access, this research would have to rely only on interviews with Je Weet Zelf TV                 

founders and employees; no comparing between answers, neither observations, would be possible.  

Onder De Bogen school was selected as the best example of cooperation, mainly due to its                

innovativeness, as well as bilinguality. 

This relates to the use of triangulation - a method of using different data sources to study the same                   

facts or phenomena (Justesen and Mik-Meyer, 2012; 43). For this purpose, I first used two different                

methods - interviews and observations. Also, I interviewed different participants on the same topics,              

in order to see to what extent will their subjective viewpoints differ or confirm each other. 
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4.2.DATA COLLECTION  

After the agreement between me and the founder, I have spent two weeks in Utrecht, Netherlands,                

where the organization's office is based. During this time, I have collected interviews and participated               

in some of the company's activities, where I was allowed to observe their work.  

 

INTERVIEWING 

Except for one exploratory remote interview prior to my visit, all the analysed interviews were               

gathered during the two weeks research period. After recording all the interviews, I transcribed all of                

them verbatim, as the basis for the following analysis that was done by two-round coding.  

 

The dates for our conversations were decided depending on the interviewees time flexibility. All              

interviews were held in the English language (despite the fact that none of the participants, neither me,                 

were native speakers).  

 

As a means of gathering qualitative data, the primary source for this research were semi-structured               

active and creative interviews. 

The semi-structured interviews are such where themes and key issues, as well as some questions, are                

defined in advance. On the other hand, there should remain room to deviate from them, in case the                  

participant brings up topics that are unexpected, but interesting and relevant to the research (Justesen               

& Mik-Meyer, 2012; 53). I was looking to access both the subjective viewpoints and empirical               

evidence about the concept of co-creation within Je Weet Zelf TV. Active and creative interviewing               

was therefore the best choice, since it allowed me to navigate the two way interaction conversations                

and to let the participants express themselves freely, and to adjust the following interview questions               

accordingly.  

 

Interviews were used extensively as the primary source of data, as they provide the research with                

detailed, descriptive and subjective information and representative of individual points of view, which             

allowed me to learn directly from the case (Holstein and Gubrium, 2001). Also, the room was left for                  

improvisation and asking additional questions based on the previous input, as well as a natural flow of                 

communication was maintained. As a result of that, each and every interview is exclusive and different                

in its content. This can all be done while keeping the interview structured enough to make the answers                  
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comparable (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012).  

 

Contrary to the “conventional view” on interviewing, where one is about to ask “proper” questions and                

get the proper answers, Holstein and Gubrium (2001) stressed that all interviews are interactional and               

knowledge generation. My understanding of interviewing resonates with the one of these authors, that              

it is a “social encounter in which knowledge is constructed” (Holstein and Gubrium 2001; 113). This                

corresponds also with the feedback from my interviewees, who in most cases reported that the               

interviews opened new questions for themselves, which forced them to think intensely about the              

relevant issues and therefore allowed for mutual learning between both sides.  

 

However, understanding interview as construction of knowledge opens the question of reliability and             

validity. As Holstein and Gubrium (2001) explain, it is undesirable to expect the answers to replicate                

one another in the dynamic, meaning-making interviews. “The creative approach orients to the             

purportedly deeper and more authentic value of the subject's feelings, and emphasizes the human              

experience”  (Holstein and Gubrium (2001; 116). 

 

As mentioned above, the conducted interviews were semi-structured, with concepts and some of the              

questions prepared ahead. Before each interview, I have prepared several basic questions to be asked,               

depending on the interviewee's position and expertise. That allowed me to start the conversation, get to                

know the respondent better and navigate the direction where the rest of the interview should lead. The                 

order of individual interviews occurred very naturally with respect to the participant's time schedule              

and flexibility. Longer time intervals between the interviews (one or more days) allowed me to build                

on the previous interviews while preparing for the next ones. Ten interviews in total were conducted                

over the time of two weeks, with seven interviewees in total.  

 
Figure 2. : The interviewees belonging to primary and secondary case organization 
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SECONDARY DATA 

Prior to my time spent with Je Weet Zelf TV, I gathered as much information as possible from the                   

publicly available sources (website, social media and the Youtube channel). After my arrival, I was               

interacting with the managers and employees on a daily basis. I attended several classes and               

workshops made by Je Weet Zelf TV, where I was allowed to make observations. Four classes in total                  

and one workshop were accessible to me. I was making handwritten notes during this time. The                

interaction with the beneficiaries occurred only during the observations. Random conversations with            

the children were only part of the observation notes, due to the reasons stated below.  

 

4.3.LIMITATIONS 

As mentioned above, only one primary case organization (together with Onder De Bogen school,              

referred to as the “secondary case organization”) was chosen for this study. I believe that including                

more secondary organizations would provide us with more valuable data, where the analysis could              

include triangulation between the different clients, since Je Weet Zelf TV works with many different               

schools. It was impossible to select more clients due to time constraints, as well as the language                 

barrier. Choosing the right client also mainly depended on the decision and good will of Je Weet Zelf                  

TV managers; who concluded that ODB was the right client they could approach in asking to become                 

a part of this study.  

 

Previously mentioned language barrier presents a slight limitation. All the interviews were conducted             

in English language, even though neither of the participants was a native English speaker. However, I                

do not see the language barrier as significantly impacting the results; all participants were advanced in                

English, and therefore possible misunderstanding and inaccuracies  seem to be minimal.  

 

Time constraints presented a significant limitation for data collection. Me and Je Weet Zelf TV               

founder agreed on data collection over the period of two weeks. As much as I prepared for the research                   

in advance, a significant portion of the time was regarded to a deeper understanding of the company's                 

business model and practices. Even though a few preliminary remote interviews were conducted, more              

precise understanding occurred only when present to the company. It would be beneficial to reserve               

more time for initial settling in, prior to starting with the interviews. Visiting the company twice could                 

possibly also advance the quality of the study.  
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The main limitation that needs to be mentioned is that I was not able to perform and record interviews                   

with the students of Onder De Bogen. This was mainly due to the fact that a written parent's consent                   

was needed. As I did not know the secondary case organization and the students beforehand, it was                 

practically impossible to identify the right interviewees among the children in advance, and to get the                

written consent from their parents in such a short time period. As a result of this, the decision was                   

made that I would not record any interviews with the kids. The personal interactions I had with the                  

children were a part of my observation notes, without mentioning any names.  
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5. DATA ANALYSIS AND DATA DESCRIPTION 

 

5.1.DATA ANALYSIS  

 

The conducted interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim, which allowed me to analyse them              

by inductive coding.  

 

I did the first round of coding by reading through all the transcripts and deciding on what was relevant                   

for the research question. Afterwards, I went through the texts and inductively identified the relevant               

themes and assigned specific codes to parts of the text.  

 

In spite of partly knowing beforehand which themes would be coded, the flexible and loose settings of                 

the semi-structured interviews did not present setting for developing a definite coding book             

beforehand. Therefore, I decided to identify the specific themes as they emerged from the text. Some                

of them were a-priori identified, emerging from the theoretical frameworks used, as well as the               

interview questions (such as co-creation, beneficiaries, client, video, brainstorming, filming, editing,           

class, innovation, teaching, Onder De Bogen, media literacy, Je Weet Zelf TV, business model,              

value proposition, competition, curriculum, awareness, age). Others emerged only after the start of             

the analysis (such as gender, type of class, commitment, knowledge, resources, results, outcomes,             

expertise, after-school, mandatory classes, abilities, creativity).  
 

 

For the second phase of coding, I divided my interviewees into several layers according to which of                 

the case organizations they belonged to, as well as their position and expertise. Dividing the interviews                

to separate groups allowed me to find patterns and similarities between the interviews more clearly, by                

comparing data from participants with similar expertise and experience.  
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THE COMPANY  (Je Weet Zelf TV) THE CLIENT  (Onder De Bogen) 

Claudia 

Founder 

Manager 

Coach  

3 interviews ODB Director 

Founder 

Manager 

1 interview  

 

Jurjen 

Co-founder 

Manager 

Coach 

2 interviews 

 

ODB 

Coordinator 

Manager 

Teacher 

1 interview 

 

Coach 1 1 interview ODB Teacher  1 interview 

Coach 2 1 interview - - 

Figure 3.: Layers of interview participants 

 

 

This distinction left me with three layers of interview participants. First was the managerial layer               

(Onder De Bogen Director), second was managerial / coach-teacher layer (Claudia, Jurjen, and the              

ODB Coordinator)  and the third was coach-teacher layer (Coach 1, Coach 2 and ODB Teacher).  

 

Introduction of the participants:  

 

● Claudia and Jurjen are both co-founders of Je Weet Zelf TV. As they both explained when we                 

discussed the organizational matters, both of them manage the company. They are coaches in the               

classes and workshops, as well. While Claudia embraced more of the administrative role, she is also a                 

coach. She is permanently active on Onder De Bogen school. Here, she is actively involved in the                 

long-term planning of digital media literacy education through the IPC (International Primary            

Curriculum) programme.  

Jurjen is more directed towards technical questions, as well as he teaches mainly video-production              

workshops with various clients.  

The most information in this study comes from Claudia and Jurjen (with them, we have gathered five                 

interviews in total, compared to one interview per person with the rest of the participants). We have                 
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covered a diverse range of topics around Je Weet Zelf TV company, mainly the value proposition, as                 

well as various managerial questions, media literacy education, current market and importantly            

involvement of the beneficiaries. Both co-owners run their own businesses aside, where they focus on               

creative work in more commercial sectors. Jurjen sometimes offers media coaching to other groups of               

population, such as elderly citizens or people with disabilities. However, as he explained in the second                

interview, work for Je Weet Zelf TV is restricted exclusively to work with the children and youngsters                 

- usually students of primary and secondary educational institutions.  

 

● “Coach 1” and “Coach 2” are both coaches working with Je Weet Zelf TV. Coach 1                

specializes mostly in photo and video-production, and gives lessons on photography and media             

literacy. Coach 2 specialized in video-production and illustration. Neither Coach 1 or Coach 2 worked               

with the secondary case organization (Onder De Bogen) on a long term basis. They usually work with                 

other clients on short term project-based work. Both of them come into contact with beneficiaries               

frequently. Coach 1 had been involved in some of the professional videos where co-creation with the                

students was highly emphasized. We have discussed mostly the process of working with the children,               

and the level of their involvement in the process, as well as the factors that impact mutual learning and                   

outcomes of co-creation.  

 

● The Director of Onder De Bogen shared his perspective of being a director of a recently                

founded school that is based on a progressive approach to education . He elaborated on his view on                 1

teaching media literacy and the work with the children.  

 

● “ODB Coordinator” is a manager and teacher in Onder De Bogen, actively working with Je               

Weet Zelf TV. Amongst other topics, she elaborated on how their promotional video was produced,               

and to what extent were the beneficiaries involved in its production.  

 

● “ODB Teacher”, being enthusiastic and savvy in digital media, offered another perspective on             

why digital media literacy is important to teach the young generation, as well as his own methods in                  

doing so.  

 

 

1 https://www.ksu-onderdebogen.nl/onze-school/missie-en-visie/ 
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Children and young students who are subject to receiving the digital media literacy education by Je                

Weet Zelf TV are referred as “beneficiaries” in this study. Being students of primary and secondary                

schools, Je Weet Zelf TV beneficiaries typically belong to the age group of 5-12 or 12-16 years old.                  

The beneficiaries are the main subject of receiving and benefiting from the service, while they do not                 

pay for the service. Beneficiaries were not interviewed and recorded as the rest of the participants                

(mainly due to the reasons explained in Limitations). The beneficiaries were observed in the classes,               

and the notes from our occasional short conversations were taken into account in the results. 

 

Last but not least, several words need to be devoted to the role of the parents. No data was collected                    

from the parents. When conducting the interviews, the parents appeared as subject of our conversations               

to a very limited extent. As parents, of course, do have an impact on their children in general, they                   

were not subject of most of the conversations with my interviewees. Most of the conversations               

revolved around creative work and involvement of the kids in the classroom, where the presence of                

parents and their influence is minimal.  

However, in Onder De Bogen case, the parents play an important role of customers of the school, since                  

some of them pay voluntary fees that cover the above-standard activities on the school. Also, the                

parents have, to some wide extent, freedom of choice of educational institutes for their children (living                

in an urban area of the size of Utrecht provides more opportunities to choose the school, in opposed to                   

small and remote urban areas). As ODB Coordinator explained in our interview, many parents from               

the Utrecht area decided to change schools for their kids since Onder De Bogen was founded.  

 

“These children, and these parents, they really choose to be in ODB, and they also want to create our                   

school. So it is a very special group of children and parents” (ODB Coordinator).  

 

The role of the parents is therefore significant when it comes to the competitiveness of the school.  
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5.2.DATA DESCRIPTION  

 

 

 

 

In order to find answers to the overall research question 

 

RQ: How does co-creation with beneficiaries impact a creative social 

enterprise? 

 

 

two sub-questions were formulated as follows:  

 

 

RQ 1.: How Does Je Weet Zelf TV co-create with its beneficiaries?  

 

and 
 
 

RQ 2.: How does co-creation with beneficiaries impact Je Weet Zelf TV?  
 

 

By answering these two subquestions, I aimed at answering the overall research question and draw               

generalizations from this case.  
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5.2.1. Co-creation with Beneficiaries 

 

In order to answer the first sub-question, I started with the basic distinction of Je Weet Zelf activities,                  

as the co-founders explained to me during our initial remote interviews, as well as it is stated on their                   

website .  2

 

The main activities are:  

 

1) Digital media literacy education in the classroom 

 

Je Weet Zelf TV is a private company that helps its clients with media literacy education                

(“Mediawijsheid” in Dutch) towards children and young people (further also referred to as “students”              

or “beneficiaries”). This mostly happens in the form of interactive teaching in classrooms.  

 

2) Promotional videos for schools 

 

The promotional videos for schools are professional video products that are produced by Je Weet Zelf                

TV. They are integrated to the overall mission of the company, by strong emphasis on involvement of                 

the beneficiaries in the production process. Schools (“clients”) are using them as promotional products,              

targeting the parents of prospective new students.  

 

Regarding the following structure of the data description section, I find it important to clarify the                

progression of designing the research. I have started my research with strong focus on the promotional                

videos, since I primarily wanted to know what role do the beneficiaries play in production of a                 

professional creative product. 

 

Furthermore, during the data collection, it became clear that the professional video-productions are,             

indeed, an important part of the Je Weet Zelf TV business, worth investigation and providing valuable                

data. Moreover, as time progressed, other areas and overall educative mission of Je Weet Zelf TV                

started to emerge strongly. The information that goes beyond the topic of professional             

2 http://jeweetzelf.tv  
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video-productions, was, in the end, crucial for answering the  research question.  

The data description section therefore starts with the detailed examination of Je Weet Zelf TV               

video-productions. After that, media literacy in schools is investigated, which is partly illustrated on              

the case of Je Weet Zelf TV and Onder De Bogen cooperation.  

The answers to each research questions that emerged from the data are presented in the bullet points on                  

the end of each section.  

 

5.2.1.1. Video-productions 
 

“Video-productions is a whole other thing than just lessons. So they [clients] choose us because of our                 

outstanding work and working with the children. So we have the advantage against other companies,               

who also might be cheaper. But they want us to do this - so they pay more for what we do” (Jurjen 2nd                       

Interview).  

 

The promotional video productions are made by Je Weet Zelf for the clients (mostly schools) in order                 

to promote the school towards the parents of the prospective new students. As the co-founder Jurjen as                 

well as one of the Coaches explained to me, the targeted audience is usually very specific and narrow;                  

“focused on a certain public like parents and youngsters who want to know more about the school”                 

(Jurjen, 1st). 

 

“So it is a school, they get a new video for their website; so the parents see - this is a nice school, you                        

bring your kid here” (Coach 1 Interview).  

 

Both Je Weet Zelf TV co-founders shared the story on how they founded the concept of promotional                 

video-productions. They explained spotting the demand for such material amongst schools. More            

importantly, they explained how the concept developed into a product where involvement of the              

beneficiaries started to play the crucial role.  

 

Claudia shared that she was involved in similar projects already before running her own company.               

However, the former concept was quite traditional in her eyes. After that experience, she had a chance                 

to produce a pilot video on her own. And she decided to do that in her own style, involving the                    

children in the production process. She perceived this approach as inventive as opposed to traditionally               
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scripted promotions. 

 

 

“I figured that it was interesting for schools to know what we do with children and see it, and actually                    

to have some kids who know how video is produced. And it was an interesting pilot for us, to see how                     

to involve children as filmmakers. I was happy with the result” (Claudia, 1st Interview). 

 

Co-founder Jurjen also elaborated on the same story about discovering the concept of producing videos               

together with the children. His explanation showed how co-creating with kids came right the value               

proposition of the video products, when he compared their own co-creation approach against             

“corporate videos”.  

 

“We thought about how can we change the whole idea of promo videos for schools. Because you                 

know, all the corporate videos… You know corporate videos? Like promo of a factory, or a brand. But,                  

with a school, it is not a business... So we thought: how can we catch this? Before that, we had the                     

principal sitting, explaining their vision and mission and putting some shots of smiling children in slow                

motion. And then... Claudia, she is really good at this, she said that we are Je Weet Zelf, and what do                     

we do, is working with children. So maybe we could take that as the goal - to work with the kids”                     

(Jurjen, 2nd Interview).  

 

I was interested in the size of the market for these products. Coach 1 was my very first interviewee,                   

and we investigated the promotional videos in a very detailed manner, since she was involved in the                 

production of several of them. So I also asked her whether it was common for a school to have a                    

promotional video.  

 

“No. Because now, I work in schools a lot. And I always check the website and I do not see a lot of                       

videos. I do not think it is really common. I think in big cities, you see it more. Because you have a lot                       

of competition with schools. Where I come from, in the village, we only have one school, so they do not                    

have to make a video, because all the kids in the village go to that school. But yeah, I think it is more                       

and more common. But not every school has it” (Coach 1 Interview). 

 

Luckily, our secondary case organization, Onder De Bogen, was one of the schools that made a                

promotional video with Je Weet Zelf TV; therefore, I had the chance to ask the ODB Coordinator                 
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about the process and how she saw the importance of this product for her school. She surprised me                  

with a very positive and invested approach. 

 

 

“It is very important, because we show it to all the new parents. All parents that want to come to our                     

school, they have to come to an information morning, and we always show this video there. And then it                   

is on our website, and when we have something ... when we want to show ourselves… we always show                   

this video. Because we are really proud of it” (ODB Coordinator). 

 

Children as part of the production process  

 

“It was basically the standard of what we wanted to do - that the kids tell the story of their school,                     

instead of the principals or the teachers“ (Jurjen, 1st Interview). 

 

I wanted to examine how much space were the beneficiaries typically given in the productions. As I                 

did not have any chance to be present at any of the productions on set (there was no video-production                   

happening at the time of my presence), I had to rely on the participants answering my questions about                  

their production experience.  

 

Awareness  

In order to understand the degree of co-creation between the coaches and the beneficiaries, it was                

important to first find to what extent were the beneficiaries aware of the purpose of the product they                  

were co-creating, as well as their personal role in its production.  

 

When I asked Jurjen about the level of children's understanding, he answered that it mostly depended                

on how the particular school communicated the goals to the children; since with many of the clients, Je                  

Weet Zelf did not have long-term relationships (Jurjen, 1st Interview). 

 

“I think it depends on how the school communicates with the children. Because we are there for like …                   

one meeting. We talked with the principals, and maybe someone from communication. We talk about               

what they want, we make a script, we send it to them, they send it back, then there is the final version                      

and then we make a programme for that day for what we are going to film. And with Je Weet Zelf, the                      

most times, we meet children on that day. And we try to do as best as we can to involve them in the                       
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things we are doing. Sometimes they say something and Claudia says: OKAY, this is very good. Now                 

we are making the video for the people who do not know the school at all. So they want to know                     

everything. So you know we try to involve them in what it is. 

 

Do you think they understand it well? 

Yeah definitely. Else I would not see the purpose of doing it” (Jurjen, 1st).  

 

Coach 1 clearly pointed out the age factor. According to her, it played a significant role on how the                   

beneficiaries appear to understand their own role in the production.  

 

“I think the smaller ones just say: Oh that is something different… I can play a little bit” (...) For the                     

smaller kids... I don't think they have an idea. They were told what it means. But if they really know?....                    

The older kids, they have a good idea for what it is. 

Do they take personal responsibility? 

I think that it is so nice about the kids. It has a lot of involvement of the kids. Especially the older kids,                       

they really want the others to see what they do and how it works. I think they feel that responsibility.                    

For smaller kids, it is different. 

Do the older ones know where the video is going, what kind of channels it is distributed on and so                    

on? 

Yeah, they know. And also it is on their website. They let other people see it “ (Coach 1).  

 

To peek into the production process in more detail, I interviewed the coaches about how they usually                 

proceed with the productions. I let them describe and explain the overall process, and asked about the                 

beneficiaries' involvement.  

The degree of involvement appeared to revolve around the three basic steps of video-making:              

pre-production, filming, and final editing.  

 

Preproduction 

Coach 1 took me through the typical production process from the beginning to the end, based on her                  

own experience. She described the pre-production process where only the client (school principal and              

teachers) were working together with Je Weet Zelf on the concept of the video. The beneficiaries                

mostly did not get invited into the planning process and their involvement was a subject of the school                  

managers decision. In the case of Coach 1 experience, the children mostly did get involved only on the                  
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filming day.  

 

When I discussed the same with co-founder Jurjen, he described similar usual procedures. However,              

he acknowledged the possibility of planning from the start with the children, but explained it mostly                

depended on the school's decision.  

 

Do you usually let kids brainstorm before producing the video? 

“Depends on the school. Honestly the brainstorm always goes with the board of the school. They have                 

to decide on what is going to be in the video. And the kids add talking about the subject that the board                      

can go with. (…) It is impossible to do it full with the kids. Of course, you need to have your message,                      

which you want to bring out, prepared in advance. (...) So for example they want a full media team, or                    

two vloggers, or maybe we film everything [without the children] and only the interviews are with kids.                 

It depends on what they want. If the school really wants it to be creative, then we would let the                    

children do as much as possible. But sometimes the schools says that no, those kids would not be ready                   

for it and we should simply let them answer the questions. Depends on what the school board wants”                  

(Jurjen, 1st Interview). 

 

 

Looking into the case of Onder De Bogen, it showed that the children were already invited to the                  

initial pre-production meetings. When I interviewed ODB Coordinator, we watched their promo video             

on the computer and she shared her memories and feelings about the whole production process.  

 

“We started with a mood board, I think. With the children we thought about… what makes Onder De                  

Bogen special? And the children had a lot of input, and also we had some input, and then we made a                     

couple of children “experts”. So someone said something about IPC , others about English… I love               3

this video. So cute.” She was smiling as we were watching the video on the screen. “And the                  

children filmed it themselves, and they helped thinking about the text, and they presented it as well.                 

And they interviewed other children. And Claudia of course directed it and helped. You can tell all the                  

images in frame - that is filmed by the kids” (ODB Coordinator). 

 

 

3 International Primary Curriculum 
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I wanted to make sure if the children were invited into the planning process from the start. Therefore I                   

asked her again, whether they were part of the initial brainstorming. Her response revealed that the                

children were invited to the process very soon after the first meetings.  

 

“ [We did the brainstorming] with children and Claudia. We started with ODB Director and Claudia.               

They started like.. okay, we want to do a promo video, what do we want to show? Then we asked                    

children - what do you want to show? And so we thought about a script, and assigned the children to                    

film some parts of it. I think all the children in my class had a part in it. And then we had a day of                         

shooting, or two days” (ODB Coordinator).  

 

 

Filming 

In the previous quote, the ODB Coordinator was referencing to the common practice of Je Weet Zelf                 

productions, where the video editor creates a special graphic frame that distinguishes the footage              

filmed by the children from the one filmed by the coaches. As Jurjen explained, this was a common                  

practice in the promotional video series, to achieve a balanced professional result (Jurjen, 1st              

interview).  

 

The filming part seemed to be an essential component of co-creation in production, even with those                

children that required a lot of assistance. Coach 1 was showing how the filming day went on the                  

example of one video. 

 

“You can see that they are filming themselves, Jurjen is filming them, so we have it double... And the                   

little kid, you can see it over here, he is asking the questions. Because it is of course really difficult for                     

him - how to hold the camera etc. So I am at the back, I make sure the camera is still, so I am holding                         

it as well for him. But the other kids, they can do it themselves”  (Coach 1). 

 

Editing 

Finally, it turned out that the beneficiaries rarely got invited into the final editing. As Coach 1                 

explained, the video-editing was normally a part of the educational workshops in the classrooms. The               

promotional video production, on the other hand, was a very different case requiring high professional               

results. 
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When I asked Coach 1 about her opinion, whether it would be good to get the beneficiaries edit the                   

videos, she mentioned the resource issues that might present a barrier to it. She said it would                 

potentially benefit both the product and the beneficiaries, however, according to her view, it was               

complicated finding resources for doing so.  

 

“Yeah I think it would be good for the video, but also there is not a lot of time for the video. We have                        

only morning. And when you have more time - that means more money - it is educational so there is                    

not a lot of money. But I think it is beneficial, when you have a little bit more time to just get a little bit                         

more input from the children” (Coach 1).  

 

On the other hand, co-founder Jurjen stood a stronger ground against inviting beneficiaries to video               

editing. While he expressed the aim to involve the children to the overall production process as much                 

as possible, he saw editing as something requiring too much resources. Also, he saw it colliding with                 

the desired professional results, as editing is an activity requiring highly professional skills, and is               

relatively time-consuming. 

 

“No, we [coaches] do the editing. Because the school wants a promo video which is professional. So                 

we try to get the feeling of children, that they are part of it, and they are filming, of course. But we mix                       

it with the images that we take ourselves. So you do get a professional end result with an edit that is                     

like two to three minutes max. We make sure everything is in it. And that the colors and the audio is                     

correct. But we try to work with kids as much as possible” (Jurjen, 1st). 

 

He was not as positive towards the idea of the children editing the promotional videos. He did not                  

seem to see it bringing many benefits.  

 

“No [it would not be good]. Because editing of the video takes a lot of time. (…) And working on a                     

video like this takes a few days. And then with kids sitting next to me and me explaining them what is                     

going on and how that works… it would take a week.” 
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However, he admitted this option as feasible for the older beneficiaries:  

 

“It is a nice idea though. For higher school, I would do it. For primary school, no” (Jurjen, 1st).  

 

It showed that all the video-production projects so far had been made with the students up to twelve                  

years old, where the Coaches simply did not see a way of implementing video-editing (and sometimes                

not even pre-production) into the co-creation process. Jurjen elaborated more on the differences of              

working with teenagers opposed to the younger children in production:  

 

“High school children understand better how it would work and they would already have more basics.                

I think what is difficult for the kids.. it is the age thing. Children just like or do not like something. And                      

editing is really about killing your darlings and knowing what is enough. I think the kids would just                  

love the video being as long as possible. (...) But in high school, they understand that the video can not                    

be for example too long, and so on” (Jurjen, 1st Interview).  

 

 

 

Clients' demand versus beneficiaries' abilities 

 

Specific form of co-creation with beneficiaries in video-production turned out to be very individual to               

each case. The whole concept started typically from what the school itself expected from the result,                

and what they evaluated as feasible within the abilities of their students. 

 

For example, Jurjen mentioned a client who expressed a lot of positivity towards their children's               

abilities, when they wanted their students to learn video-editing and produce their own professional              

videos: 

 

“There is even one example with a school that said: we love this idea so much, can you just... with                    

the budget we got for this video, can you give two workshops and ask the kids to make their own                    

promo video? So we did a combination, where we made two workshops, and they made small videos,                 

we made a compilation of them and then came back to work out the best out of it. And that was very                      

nice. So normally we are the directors, but here they were even directors themselves” (Jurjen, 1st                

Interview).  
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On the other hand, Coach 1 remembered other clients, who would demand very professional and               

“clean” video, which meant involving the children only to a limited extent.  

 

“Yeah sometimes they [school] think it is too messy, when the kids are vlogging and such. It is difficult                   

to really see what they wanted to tell you in a video. So sometimes the school thinks its to busy... and                     

they want a little bit more clean video. So then the involvement is a little bit less. It really depends on                     

what they want to show the parents” (Coach 1).  

 

 

 

 

“Realness” as value proposition 

 

While talking about the video productions, Je Weet Zelf TV employees were holding onto the value of                 

“involving the children as much as possible” (Jurjen, 1st) within each collaboration. Several times              

during the interviews, independently of each other, the three interviewees mentioned “realness” as an              

important aspect of the final product.  

 

“Of course I give them direction, I always say it is good that the kids are really involved, we want to                     

do that, because it has to be real. Not scripted. It has to be real. We do not make a script with what the                        

kids are saying. No. They can think about that in the moment. But it really depends on what the school                    

wants” (Coach 1).  

 

Coach 2 mentioned the same “real” aspect of the product: 

 

“It is really fun to make a film or a video for school, with the children of the school. They know a lot                       

more about the school than I know. And they are with instant connection with the school. And that is a                    

good thing. If we do everything on the scene, it would not work as it works here. Because this is more ..                      

on the spot. More real in a way. And that is a good thing for this kind of videos. Sometimes, you want                      

to make it [film] like it is from another world. But this has to be real. That is the difference” (Coach 2).  
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Jurjen also described the level of openness towards children's creativity and how it shows in the end                 

result, describing it as “true” towards what these schools are about, when talking about the client's                

approach to co-creation.  

 

“ I think it is already really big step that the schools want this and like this. And it is really fun                      

because I think almost every time, the school is really happy with the end result. Because it turns out to                    

be very true, to what they are and what they are doing. And they are really proud to see their own kids                      

making that video”  (Jurjen 1st).  

 

It showed that the children not only get to learn the production process, but that they have a crucial                   

role for the essence of the product, when acting as representatives of their own school environment.                

Therefore, the audience was about to better identify with those acting in the video. 

 

“ I think that is what's most important to us - we do not want to show a director talking about the                      

school. We want to show the kids who are in that school, and we want the kids to tell what the school is                       

about. Because of course they go to the school. That is what you want to show the parents as well“                    

(Coach 1).  

 

She adds the particular example of inviting the youngest kids of the school, since they would better                 

appeal to the age group of the prospective new pupils:  

 

“Now I am going to do a video where we have two kids to really take you to the school. We are coming                       

and they introduce us to the school. So that is really sweet. And those are smaller kids, because the                   

director said that those parents watching the video, they do have small kids. They begin in the first                  

grade. So I do not want the kids from the older grades giving the tour. So they take the small kids who                      

give the tour around the school”  (Coach 1).  
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Video-productions - Summary 

 

● Involving the students and the pupils of the particular school into the video-production process              

demonstrated to have mainly two functions: educational and promotional.  

 

● The educational function was realized as a part of the digital media literacy education              

(“Mediawijsheid”), where the students have the opportunity to learn constructing videos. That was             

done on a real-world creative products, that directly linked to their own educational institution.  

 

● Involving the children into the video production process was perceived as crucial by Je Weet               

Zelf coaches, since it made the product more “real”. The targeted audience (parents) was about to                

better imagine their own children becoming part of that environment.  

 

● The interviews revealed that the children were usually involved in the productions to a              

different extent, depending on the individual circumstances of the particular production. The            

beneficiaries were always involved on set, filming the footage for the video. Involvement in              

pre-production activities was minor. Involvement in final editing was not implemented in most of the               

cases. However, it was considered to get the older students involved also in the final editing for the                  

upcoming projects.  

 

● Differences in age groups occurred as the main factor, when discussing the possibilities of              

involving beneficiaries into the production. High school students (approximately from 12 year old)             

were seen as having more skills for contributing to some parts of the production process more                

efficiently than the younger children.  
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5.2.1.2.  Media Education in the Classroom  
 

The promotional video products analysed in the previous chapter are, ultimately, a series of products               

that stem from the overall goal of Je Weet Zelf TV, which is educating young people in digital media                   

literacy. As I was present to the daily life in Je Weet Zelf TV, my notes and interviews continued to                    

show gradually more information about the general educational activities performed by the company -              

far from the single production of promotional videos. Therefore I decided to gather more information               

about how Je Weet Zelf TV works in general on its entrepreneurial and educational goals.  

 

This chapter investigates how Je Weet Zelf TV works with the children in the classrooms and what                 

does it mean to teach children to be “media wise”.  

 

To help me understand where media literacy stands in the education, Claudia explained the              

distinctiveness of media literacy as a discipline within digital literacy, and the role of the human factor                 

in teaching it.  

 

“Under the roof of digital literacy, we have media education, ICT skills, information skills,              

computational thinking. You can test all of it, except for “Mediawijsheid”, because it has to do much                 

more with sensing, feeling, knowing. This is really hard to test”  (Claudia, 3rd).  

 

“Mediawijsheid” (literally translated as “media wisdom”), translated as “media literacy” in English, is             

exactly what Claudia and Jurjen are contributing to by running their company. The following quotes               

from the founders (accompanied by one of the teachers from Onder De Bogen), sketched how they see                 

the current development in the digital society, that calls the need for paying attention to this topic.  

 

“With Je Weet Zelf, we focus on digital literacy, or media literacy, in classrooms, and we do it by                   

working with active things like video and photography. Our main thing is that we believe that the kids                  

know (them)selves, which is also in the name of our business . And we try to involve them in the                   4

process as much as we can. So we try to prepare them for the world where image and media is                    

everywhere around us. We are looking at our phones all day, lap-top, TVs. And I am not saying that it                    

4 Je Weet Zelf translated from Dutch means  “you know yourself”. The name was found based on a reference to the 
popular culture rapper (Claudia).  
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is a bad thing. But we try to ... as you can read books and you can calculate - we try to make them see                         

how the video is made. So they can read images as well. For fake news, but also commercials. Or they                    

can use video as a tool to tell their own story in their way. Because we do not only talk with each other                       

anymore.  It is also through media how we communicate”  (Jurjen, 1st).  

 

 

“If they do not have media classes in advance, in which they reflect on their own behavior with phones                   

and apps, then they will just use it super intuitively. And it depends on the parents - how they can deal                     

with it. But most of the parents never had any media literacy classes, so the future generation will just                   

copy the old behavior. If you see your parent is constantly on their phone, then you will do the same                    

yourself. If you are focused on relationships with friends as a kid, but you do not get enough                  

validation from your parents, then you can easily look for it in your phone, try to find it on                   

Instagram…. Where you obviously do not find it. And it can hurt their self image. Which they start to                   

develop only in group 7 or 8 . So I am still hopeful because this happens online as well as offline. It is                      5

just that you have no control whatsoever about it. Because you can not see that someone is saying                  

something [to the kids] - it is all in their phones, and it is very personal - that is what makes it harder                       

to see what is going on. Both as a teacher or parent”  (Claudia, 2nd).  

 

 

“The parents are not the generation who has been brought up with the smartphones - I am 30 years                   

old… and I see it is so fast for them [children] because they are so fast, so handy... They really need                     

help on how to deal with those things - as  they never shut their mind down”  (ODB Teacher). 

 

 

 

As the interviewees explained to me, media literacy was not yet integrated into the general education.                

However, it was soon to be included into the mandatory Dutch national educational curriculum as the                

teaching discipline. Through our interviews, this topic showed as one of the number ones. As schools                

in The Netherlands were not yet obliged to teach media literacy at this point, many of the participants,                  

including the co-founders of Je Weet Zelf TV, expressed concerns and uncertainty on how the               

situation on the market would change, when media literacy gets integrated into the mandatory              

5 Group 8 in the Dutch educational system equals to age around 12 years old. It is the last group of primary school 
before transferring to a degree that is referred to as “high school”. 
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curriculum.  

 

“Yeah, I am very curious how it is going to evolve. Because now, it is very common that external                   

parties do it. So when it gets more common - when schools do have to work on media literacy..                   

Because now it is still a bit open, in how far the schools have to work on it. So if it gets into the next                         

curriculum and they HAVE TO work on it - I am very curious what will be their solution” (Jurjen,                   

2nd).  

 

However, the secondary case organization, Onder De Bogen, is the school which have implemented               

media literacy into its curriculum from the beginning of its existence in 2016. The ODB school                6

managers did not express too much uncertainty in this area, since they have been cooperating with Je                 

Weet Zelf TV on media literacy on a long term basis, and continuously work together on the                 

educational goals in this subject (ODB Director, ODB Coordinator). 

 

The classes I have been present in Onder De Bogen, happened in three different rooms, with different                 

teachers and for different age groups (all below the age of 12 years old). They comprised of the coach                   

presenting and actively interacting with the students. Mainly asking questions, discussing the            

children's experience with the relevant topics (the main subject of the classes I followed was “online                

identity” and social media) or about their opinions and feelings towards the particular topic. In the                

second half of the class, a small workshop was launched, where the children were about to create a                  7

very fast visual product (for example a photo-montage or a video) related to the content of the lesson.  

 

Most of Je Weet Zelf TV activities therefore happens through teaching in the classrooms. In the                

long-term cooperations, Je Weet Zelf realizes this through its own educational programme, that             

comprise of specific lessons that can be customized corresponding to the school's needs. (Jurjen, 1st) 

In a typical cooperation with a school, a Je Weet Zelf TV employee, who teaches in front of the                   

classroom, is called a “Coach”, since they are mostly not certified school teachers. He or she is always                  

present in the class together with the school teacher of that class. The teacher then represents the                 

6 Onder De Bogen works with the  International Primary Curriculum educational package, that focuses mostly on the 
“21st century skills”  https://www.ksu-onderdebogen.nl/onze-school/onderwijs/ 
 
7 The in-class production workshops have primarily educational function, and their outputs typically stay within the                
school.  These are different from the professional promotional video productions, which are analysed through this study.  
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pedagogical skills and expertise, and always needs to be present in the classroom. The coach, on the                 

other hand, brings the expertise and professional skills in the given subject. 

5.2.1.3. Outcomes of Co-creation with Beneficiaries 

 

Interested in what kind of input the children bring to the creative processes, I mainly asked the                 

participants how the children were creative or inventive when working with digital technology and              

visual media. Following the participant's answers, I further asked my interviewees what they would              

typically do in reaction, when the children surprised them with something new, unusual, or              

unexpected.  

 

As illustrated below, the patterns of mutual learning and integrating the inventions into the teacher's               

work emerged repeatedly.  

 

Claudia mentioned one concrete situation when her students surprised her by using a function within               

the editing programme, which she was not aware of before.  

 

“I think it happened once, it was some kind of shortcut within the editing programme. How to get                  

easily to the camera.” 

Was it because they were already experienced in that? 

“Yes, they were using this app already at home. And I just use it as a tool for them to explore the                      

editing part, and when they are already using it they are probably more handy with it than I am. Even                    

though that I coach them.” 

So when that happens, what do you do in reaction? 

I will just be happy and use it in my next classes. Because it is an exchange of knowledge. I feel,                     

especially with technology, that goes faster than we can keep up with... I feel that my job is the                   

exchange when the kids teach me things about life and resilience and patience.. but also technology.                

These games they do these days.. I am not playing them and the kids are teaching me about it. So I am                      

not really surprised when something like that happens. I just feel like it is handy and apply it to all my                     

other classes with children” (Claudia, 2nd).  
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With Jurjen, I had the chance to be present at and to observe a different, voluntary, after-school                 

workshop on vlogging. It was ordered by the local government in a nearby city. A small practical                 

workshop was included after the lesson. Considerable activity and enthusiasm filled up the room at the                

point of the workshop beginning. Several days later, we had an interview where Jurjen brought up this                 

workshop back. That happened in response to me asking him about the moments his students had                

surprised him with unexpected skills or knowledge. The situation he spoke about involved two girls               

being very creative with lighting while filming their footage: 

 

“Yesterday, there was a big moment. The two girls had a laptop with professional editing software.                

They made a blue screen - normally it is a green screen, but it can also be blue - so they were very                       

smart. And one was blocking the light with a pillow. That is something you only see on sets. So I was                     

really amazed to see an 11 years old kid blocking the light with a pillow, so there won't be a shadow                     

on the wall” (Jurjen, 1st). 

 

As Jurjen explained, this workshop was extracurricular, and the students already possessed some             

significant skills beforehand. Also, they came from a background where they had the chance to use                

audiovisual technology frequently. From my personal visit in the workshop, I remembered their             

genuine motivation and activeness during the class. This represented a very positive example of the               

students leveraging their knowledge in the classroom.  

 

As we continued with the interview, Jurjen also described his memory of a rather different example,                

where he discovered something that was, in his view, a misuse of an internet application. This                

occurred in a regular school class, where Jurjen performed as a coach.  

 

“Another time was .. it was about Whatsapp. I gave a media literacy lesson about how to react on                   

social media through messenger [and similar apps]. And I asked whether they had a Whatsapp group                

in their classroom. And then the thing exploded. It was the last year before they were about to leave                   

for high school. And they had [the Whatsapp group] like for a few years. It was never mentioned in the                    

class, but it had this whole political system in it. They had a group leader, and it was the guy who did                      

the least with social media. (...) And gradually the Whatsapp group evolved in this system of what to                  
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say, what not to say, who gets to say what, and I was like... WOW! On one side, it is really nice! But on                        

the other side, it can really go wrong. Somebody was left out, and there was a grey area on what is                     

allowed and what is not allowed. And then there was a separate group for everything that was not                  

allowed!! 

So it was really the moment when I realized how important it is to start talking about this at a younger                     

age (...) That was one of the many times that I really let my lesson totally skip [everything else] and I                     

went totally other direction and only focused my lesson on this Whatsapp part”  

So it made you to make some changes?  

Yeah, because it was much more important.  

Did you learn something for your next classes?  

I changed the lessons afterwards as well. So now, I always go to the teacher before and I ask if there is                      

a Whatsapp group, if they made it with the teacher, etc. That is the media literacy part. And in that, I                     

learn every day, every week, every class. With video and film, it is a different way of course” (Jurjen,                   

1st). 

 

When I spoke to Coach 2, who works with the children mainly through video and other creative                 

classes, he emphasized the incremental size of students' discoveries.  

 

“It never happened like on a big scale. That they would use an app or technique I would not know of.                     

But it happens that they find a new trick how to make a certain montage or edit, how to record a                     

screen capture on an iphone and stuff. Sometimes they can teach me as well. Most of the times, it is                    

about a new trend or something. (...) I think ... yeah, small things. Because making film is about some                   

basics that will never change. If you start using VR instead of traditional camera, or use a computer or                   

i-pad - those things are changing. But not the basics of filming. So I don't think they will surprise me                    

with something more than a new way of doing it. 

So then when you see a child discovers a new trick, and sometimes it is a trick which you have never                     

heard about - what do you do in such situation? 

“If it happens, it is a good thing. How to record on an ipad. (...) Cause I am used to edit videos on my                        

laptop, and you need a certain programme to do that. And nowadays they showed me the way to do it                    

on the ipad. So we can use only one device. Instead of going to the laptop first and take a lot of steps.                       

(...) And I will make sure that the other students know how to do it. So that is a good trick. 

What does that mean for your work? Did you take some time to incorporate this into the other                  

classes, or... did you discuss it and share it with others in Je Weet Zelf?  
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Yeah, most of the times, if they show me how to do it, then I can use that for the other students who                       

also want to know how to do it. So I will teach them the same trick that they teach me. Normally, I                      

would say just use a picture or record it from the screen... There is always a way to implement the                    

video into your own work. This is the simplest way to integrate... If I discover a better way, then I will                     

implement” (Coach 2).  

 

On the Onder De Bogen's grounds, I also interviewed one of the teachers. While he was employed by                  

the school (and not by Je Weet Zelf TV), he was very active and savvy using technology. Also he was                    

actively participating on the digital media classes led by Je Weet Zelf, which was the reason I chose                  

him as one of the participants. He was very enthusiastic while talking about the learning abilities of his                  

students, and the type of learning that mostly occurs in his classes. He gave me the example of his                   

students being able to use the creative software way faster than previous generations do.  

 

“I know how to use GarageBand , but THEY KNOW HOW TO USE GARAGEBAND! Some of them...                8

they wanted to do something with the music and they were bored with the keyboards... So I showed                  

them the garage band, and they were playing around with the buttons doing such a cool stuff... They                  

can teach me. That blew me away. Also, one girl was really shy and I told her to do some research,                     

and she made such a beautiful drawing, and she could explain so well what she had done… That blew                   

my mind. 

What do you do when something like this occurs? 

We talk about it. I express my feelings and then we talk about it. Why they made the decision - we talk                      

about the process. I want to teach them what they did. I want to get the process out of them so maybe                      

they can re-use it in a different way”  (ODB Teacher). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 a software for creating music, integrated in macOS 
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Jurjen even reported perceived positive correlation between the beneficiaries' age and their learning             

abilities in the digital space. He expressed the significance of that for his personal and professional                

growth.  

 

“Oh I learn every day from them. I like to learn most how fast it is all going. Every year I see the shift                        

in how fast they learn things. Now they group up with being able to film. I think me, the first time I                      

filmed was like when I was 14 - then I had my own first camera. And I was 16 or 17 when I worked                        

really hard to be able to buy my first computer on which I would be able to edit. And now, we can do                       

this on our smartphone. So I am learning what they do with it and why they do it. What they like about                      

it. And it keeps me young... I think”  (Jurjen, 1st).  

 

 

The conversations about inventions in the classrooms and workshops brought something more than             

occasional discoveries, such as small technical tricks or functions, as mentioned by most of the               

participants. It became apparent that there was a significant amount of knowledge exchanged, and that               

the teachers were able to integrate the new learnings, coming from the beneficiaries, into their               

educational practice.  
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5.2.1.4. Factors Impacting the Outcomes of Co-creation 

 

I was looking for factors that appeared to be impacting the co-creation outcomes. I was mainly asking                 

this in the context of the productions. The age emerged as the mostly mentioned factor.  

 

Age 

As it was mentioned in the previous chapters, Je Weet Zelf has been making the video-productions                

only with the primary school children. However, it appeared that a video production projects with high                

school students (ages 12-17), were also about to get realized. The interviewees from Je Weet Zelf                

showed excitement and curiosity about this upcoming project. It was apparent that the age difference               

of the students would make a significant impact on the production processes.  

 

“That is a school .. it is from age twelve till sixteen or seventeen. We are going to have a brainstorm                     

session and visual thinking session with the students and other people from the school. So they have a                  

lot of more inputs from the students. (...) The students have more say in what we are going to do, and                     

after that, we have an hour and a half, so that is a pretty long time, to do workshop - one is more                       

vlogging, the other one interview techniques. So they can really think about everything that is going on                 

in the video. So you can think with them in another way” (Coach 1). 

 

While Coach 1 mentioned mostly that the older beneficiaries would be able to contribute with more                

inputs and abstract thinking, Claudia put the emphasis much more on how much responsibility are the                

older students able to take in the process.  

 

“Now with Coach 1, we will also do the videos with higher school. So we hope it will be a nice                     

opening for working with the bigger schools. Where there is actually more responsibility for the kids.                

So [soon] we have a meeting with the school director, but also with a lot of children, and more people                    

coming together and thinking about visualising, to get them involved. 

How is it going to be different? 

In terms of responsibility, that the kids actually can produce something. You can ask them to show up                  

and to be there. But you can not ask 11 years old “can you arrange that” or “make sure everyone is                     

on time” - you can do this only with the older kids” (Claudia, 1st). 
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She mentioned the ability of linking the activity with the purpose of the product, as well:  

 

“Of course, with the primary education we talk with the kids about the school a lot, but it is not like                     

they can talk about certain topics. Let's say that with secondary education, the school director can tell                 

that the school profile comprises of some points, and then the kids can be involved, and they can                  

reflect on what the concept is and how they see it back in the classes. But in the primary education,                    

they can not. Maybe in a very basic way. And that is why we talk to the school directors first, and then                      

we brainstorm with them and with the children from the beginning” (Claudia, 1st ). 

 

We touched this topic also with Jurjen, who showed some enthusiasm when he remembered there               

would soon be a video project with high school students. He favoured higher ages as more able to                  

contribute to the production process:  

 

“Maybe they will get to edit themselves, and do a lot more. Because it would be easier to direct them                    

and script it. Maybe it will be even more spontaneous. Because they understand the subject better. It is                  

not always easy to let somebody who is ten year old explain what exactly they are doing in their class                    

and why, and why they choose this way of learning math or english etc. So I think that will be very                     

interesting”  (Jurjen, 1st). 

 

Beneficiaries' ability to express abstract and complicated ideas emerged also back during the             

conversation with Coach 1, when we were discussing feedback. I asked her whether she does get any                 

feedback from the kids, or if she thought it would be good facilitating it.  

 

“Yeah, I think would be nice. But sometimes it is difficult for the kids, even in the lessons. Sometimes                   

we talk about what they liked and what they did not like, but on the spot, it is difficult for them.. They                      

just say it was fun. The age is a factor, as well. I think if they think about it a little bit, they will be able                          

to provide some feedback. But for this age it is difficult, to reflect on what they just did. But when they                     

are 12 or 16 years old, then they reflect a lot more than the smaller things. Especially for making the                    

video and editing, that is very beneficial to have this older age group there. They know what is                  

important for them and for the school”  (Coach 1). 

 

Coach 2 elaborated both on creativity and freedom of expression, and responsibility of the different               

age groups. He also pointed out typical creativity and intuitive work of the lower age groups, that                 
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might be problematic getting integrated for the exact production processes, but gives some degree of               

freedom and inventiveness at the same time:  

 

What is the difference between these age groups? 

“I think the younger children are really enthusiastic. And they really want to start with filming and                 

doing it. But they are not used to work inside a concept - like creating your own boundaries and work                    

with that. They like more things like.. I wanna do this, I wanna do that.. (...) When you make a film,                     

then it is good to have a story… And that is something that the older children understand. It is like a                     

proven way to make a story. But the younger children think like.. Oh, I wanna do something in the                   

forest, or in space, something with action, explosion, cars.. And they are all over the place. 

Is that good or bad, that the small kids are all over the place? 

I think it is good that we work out of the boundaries that the school normally teaches you. Because                   

they are able to create new things or new ways of thinking of things (...) Of course what I know about,                     

is film. So if you wanna do that, there is a certain proven way of making film. But that is not the only                       

way to make a film. So I think, in a way, it is always good to know the basics, for example what makes                       

that certain shot working in a certain way etc. But then I try to leave it open in how they use it or when                        

they use it. So they can discover for how to build a story on their own”   (Coach 2). 

 

The differences between distinct age groups manifested mainly in the beneficiaries' ability to think in               

abstract terms, express themselves towards the adult individuals, take responsibility for their actions,             

or link their activity to the final outputs.  

 

This was also very apparent to me while observing the children belonging to the media team in Onder                  

De Bogen and casually asking them about their ongoing workshop. I was able to see the significant                 

difference between the children in different age groups. While the older ones were able to clearly                

explain the importance of what they were doing, the younger ones got rather impatient with my                

questions and very soon left our conversation for something more appealing to their attention.  
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It is needless to say that Je Weet Zelf TV employees demonstrate professional background and skills                

both in creative production and pedagogy. That makes them well aware of the stages of human                

development and proven pedagogical practices. The professional background also helped Je Weet Zelf             

in developing their own educational programme which serves as the methodological basis for their              

teaching activities.  

 

“... it was my research… At least I can show on the scientific level, that I studied the world in which a                      

child in certain age is living in. We had research on that, so we know what we do in our classes”                     9

(Jurjen, 2nd).  

 

Neighborhood and type of learning environment 

For the several days of my presence, I could observe that the essence of the environment in Onder De                   

Bogen.  

Already the first day I was present, I felt a lot of excitement coming from the kids; the feeling of being                     

part of this school felt quite pleasant and positive. I could see a lot of activity and enthusiasm. When I                    

mentioned this while having chatting with one of the teachers during the break, she mentioned that the                 

students were feeling “very safe” in that school. Also ODB teacher confirmed that in our interview.  

 

“I think they are very safe. Very good to how they feel and why. And tell the other kids in a positive                      

way if they dont want something. Or they can give a lot of tips to make something better. Without                   

criticizing them in a negative way. That is my experience from my class. I think it is very similar in the                     

other classes. It feels good. 

Do you think they learn here to be emotionally aware? 

Yeah. Of course parents are raising their kids, but so do we. I think we teach them a lot of things                     

parents do not know. They would come here and ask - what happened here, how did you do this? We                    

are here to provide help to them as well. And sometimes I am completely wrong at that's ok. They                   

teach me and I teach them” (ODB Teacher).  

 

This encounter only corresponded to my previous interview with Coach 1, who brought up the sense of                 

freedom in particular schools - giving an example of Montessori compared to schools in more remote                

areas:  

9 https://afstuderenjurjendijkstra.wordpress.com/category/3-6-deelvraag-6-hoe-is-de-werkwijze-van-je-weet-zelf-tv/ 
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“Of course, every school has a different level. It depends on the neighborhood, which kids are coming                 

to the school.. (...) The Montessori is really different for education I think, they are more free, from the                   

first grade they already learn that they can choose themselves, so yeah, there is a difference in how                  

free the kids are. And of course every learning environment in the school is different. sometimes you                 

have a school with the kids from population that is really heavy. And then you have to become a strict                    

school. Of course. In the 7 schools I did [the videos in], you can see a lot of difference” (Coach 1).  

 

The aspect of choice - intrinsic motivation 

 

As mentioned before, Je Weet Zelf works not only with schools during their mandatory classes, but                

also with institutions organizing after school or voluntary activities. Next to the type of school and                

urban area, the type of the class - whether mandatory of voluntary - also seemed to have an influence                   

on the student's motivation and performance, and therefore to the outcomes of co-creation.  

 

The already mentioned after-school voluntary activity, which I was present at with Jurjen, is a very                

good example of that. Discussing the workshop with Jurjen afterwards, he said that the exceptional               

performance of those students was, according to his understanding, a result of the fact that they were                 

already ahead in the topic and coming to this activity completely voluntarily, which had a positive                

effect on their motivation (Jurjen, 1st).  
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Based on the data description on the previous pages, the answer on the first sub-question:  

 

RQ  1. How does Je Weet Zelf TV co-create with its beneficiaries?  
 

follows as such:  

 

● Je Weet Zelf TV co-creates with its beneficiaries within the framework of its two main               

activities - teaching media literacy in the classrooms, and professional promotional video-productions.  

 

● Je Weet Zelf co-creates with the beneficiaries mainly by holding on to the value of involving                

them in the process as much as possible. In the classrooms, this happens simply by teaching in an                  

active way and giving the students enough space to share their knowledge - which allows mutual,                

two-way exchange of knowledge. In the promotional video productions, Je Weet Zelf TV combines              

highly professional production skills with pedagogy. The involvement of beneficiaries was very            

individual for each case. It turned out to be a result of the mix of the clients' demand, beneficiaries                   

abilities, available resources, and the need for the most professional results. 

 

● General exchange of knowledge was identified as the main outcome of co-creation with the              

beneficiaries. This turned out to emerge stronger in the overall educational activities, where the              

education is the goal number one (opposed to the promo video-productions, which are oriented more               

towards the professional result). Given enough freedom and space, the beneficiaries are able to              

transmit their own knowledge and skills to each other, as well as to their teachers.  

 

● The factors that mostly impact the outcomes of co-creation identified in this case study were               

age, environment and choice and motivation.  

 

1) The interviewees displayed a tendency to divide their beneficiaries into the age groups of 5-12 and                 

12-16 years old, corresponding to the two different levels in the Dutch educational system. They also                

simply reported the differences between “younger” and “older” kids. It showed that the age of the                

beneficiaries positively correlated with their abilities to contribute to the established production            

processes, as well as their awareness of the final products and their abilities to express abstract                

concepts.  
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2) Environmental factor is the physical world in which the students live in, consisting of their                

neighborhood, social class of their family, and the type of school they go into. The interviewees                

reported that the children of typically heavier environments experience less freedom in their             

educational institutions, and therefore get less room for creativity and inventiveness. On the other              

hand, in schools of Montessori type or such as Onder De Bogen, the children would feel free and safe                   

enough to contribute with their own input, when it comes to creative activities.  

 

3) Aspect of choice and motivation - whether the beneficiaries participated in the particular activity               

voluntarily or mandatorily, seemed to be significant for their intrinsic motivation. The example of a               

high-quality voluntary activities provided strong incentives for creativity and inventiveness.  
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5.2.2. Impacts on Je Weet Zelf TV 
 
 
Mission 

Although, long before we started the research, Claudia informed me that Je Weet Zelf TV had a                 

nonprofit mission, I wanted to investigate this aspect of the enterprise. I asked about it both                

co-founders again, when the topic of our interviews headed into the entrepreneurial questions.  

 

When Claudia was asked to share the elevator pitch of Je Weet Zelf TV, she pointed that directly                  

towards the beneficiaries:  

 

“Je Weet Zelf TV teaches children and youngsters how to film in an active way, in order to make them 

critical and creative citizens, who know how to tell stories and to contribute with something to the                 

world”  (Claudia 1st).  

She also shared the story of how Je Weet Zelf was founded, and the desire for working in education                   

with children was brought as her primary motivation to run a business (Claudia, 1st). 

 

Jurjen expressed what he saw as mission and vision of the company. He said that the mission is “to                   

prepare as many children as we can for the digital age“ and emphasized that the main purpose of their                   

work is to help the children (Jurjen, 1st). Furthermore, he expressed the desire to help even those                 

clients (schools) with less financial resources, and the importance of keeping the mission in balance by                

helping those in need:  

 

“I think.. for us it is purely about the children. At least for me. A better society starts with the new                     

generation, so.. I think indirectly, yeah, it is for society as well. (...) In the small suburbs, now we try to                     

make something in each suburb. Like connecting schools with libraries, and see what we can do in the                  

media. That is what we do with Mira media . Focusing on the suburbs, what is going on there and                     10

how we can help them on the digital part.” (Jurjen, 2nd) “Part of the job we do is because we want to                      

help. So with schools, some rich kids parents pay extra for that school. But with schools that don't                  

have it - like a lower class, let's put it like that - we do not have to skip those schools - most of the time                          

they even need us more. So we are always looking for the balance - we don't just want to say: no, you                      

can not afford this. Rather, we always look for the way how we can also teach them. So it is all about                      

10 Mira Media is a foundation and a partner organization of Je Weet Zelf TV 
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the balance”  (Jurjen, 1st).  

He explained the nature of the sector Je Weet Zelf TV works in, where the most customers are public                   

schools. He compared it to the more commercial creative sector, where he runs his own private                

business.  

 

“We know we are in a sector that is not commercial. Even when we know that the school sometimes                   

does not have a big budget, and can't really pay... We always try to meet them in the middle. (...)                    

Because with a commercial client (...) you can negotiate the price. But even if the school wants to                  

negotiate, they are not able. So we really understand our customers, I think.” (...) 

“The school is not like that [is not a business] - they cannot say to the parents - hey we have Je Weet                       

Zelf so our school is also more expensive than another school”  (Jurjen 2nd). 

 

I asked him whether their cooperation with Onder De Bogen was not an exceptional case in this                 

regard, due to the particular way of financing that allows Je Weet Zelf TV to be permanently present                  

on the school.  

 

“Yes... But that is like our dream. There, parents are paying for it, yeah. Definitely. If more schools                  

are like that, it would be more competitive sector”  (Jurjen, 2nd).  

 

It started to become clear that a long term cooperation with a client was desirable for creating a base                   

which would facilitate and build upon the knowledge. That was achieved by creating the long-lasting               

media team, comprising of a diverse group of students, coming from different backgrounds and              

belonging to different age groups. It showed that the practice on ODB was proving as a possible one to                   

be implemented in cooperation with other clients.  

 

How is this school special compared to other schools you have been working with? 

“... also in terms of the way we work together with the teachers. We are also starting to do this on                     

different schools, there are now other schools interested to work this way. Because of the ongoing                

learning line.” 

What is the way ? 

It is by creating a media team. To give the children more responsibility and involved them in 

making items for the schools. Every semester, five times a year. We guide them through that, and when                  

there is an event or something, we go there as Coaches to Coach them. And when there are small items                    
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that they can edit themselves, they do it themselves” (Claudia 2nd).  

 

 

Vision - ongoing learning line in mutual learning  

 

“... our vision is to help schools not only by teaching, but also by implementing what we know. So, the                    

first step is going to the school and teaching. And our vision is that it only works if they can continue                     

without us. (...) “so it is interesting if they can solve one problem themselves, we can do something on                   

another level. (...)  Now it gives more opportunities to take it on a  next level” (Jurjen, 1st).  

 

Jurjen was keen on the idea of building up the skills of the media team over the years, so the                    

beneficiaries in the particular schools become more self-sufficient when it comes to coherent             

application of their skills in projects.  

 

“ [in Onder De Bogen] in group 5, we started a “media team” and what we see now is that [the                    

children] now know all the basics, after a few years. So first we filmed with them, and we edited. And                    

now they are editing themselves. So basically they are now making their own news report, which I                 

think is pretty amazing in primary school. And we just come and check on them and just Coach them                   

sometimes. At first it was like holding their hands and doing everything, and now, it is very different                  

only a few years later” (Jurjen, 1st).  

 

There was a parallel with the interview with the teacher at Onder De Bogen. He mentioned the                 

initiative to teach children how to teach each other in the classrooms.  

 

“... for the upper groups to be able to teach the lower groups through a smaller projects. They are so                    

far with the IPC and well aware of what they are able to do. We started experimenting with this                   

already - the editing part is done by Claudia and Jjurjen now - what about teaching the kids how to do                     

it?” 

 

I asked him to give example on tangible results of motivating the children to learn from each other.  

 

“The older ones felt really responsible for the learning process of the younger ones. Really involved                

and enthusiastic - helping out with the information stuff they knew about. There was a big                
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understanding. Especially very gifted kids have often problems connecting to others - so it was nice for                 

them to share something they were enthusiastic about. In the media team - I could see them explaining                  

things to the younger kids, makes the product better for the kids as you experience this example”  

What would you learn from the kids teaching each other?  

“Kids are thinking in other way than we do. They do not see problems where adults do. If they feel safe                     

and confident, they will not be so afraid to make mistakes, and will find ways to explain it to other                    

kids. I adapt the kids way of teaching each other, into my teaching process - it is a two - way process”                      

(ODB Teacher).  

 

He explained that this type of work happens in the class on a daily basis. When some of the kids know                     

more than he does, they would look it up and learn together. He said that learning from each other is in                     

his class facilitated mainly by teaching students to provide feedback to each other - and called it “a lot                   

of coworking”  in the class (ODB Teacher).  

 

Furthermore, we discussed the fast learning abilities of the children in the digital landscape.  

 

How do you think you can stay up to date [within technology and media literacy? It sounds like                  

they are always one step ahead of you. 

“Yes, especially the children now - because they are born into this age into all the ipads and the                   

technology. I think it is about keeping doing it, ask children, look at what they are doing. And ask                   

them, what are you looking at on your screen at home? And learn. Keep learning”  (ODB Teacher).  

 

Overall, the vision of a creative way of teaching that adopts the two-way process of learning emerged                 

consistently in our interviews with the co-founders and the teacher at ODB.  

 

Creativity was mentioned as an important aspect of this way of teaching. He also referred to their work                  

as “an interesting playfield” (Jurjen 1st)  

 

“I have to be more creative for the teaching and education, than for the video. (...) Being up to date,                    

creative thinking about how can I translate what I know into the level how we teach” (Jurjen, 1st).  

 

Claudia elaborated on the different point views on teaching in general, but also pointed out where she                 

saw the point in need for combining technical and professional skills with the pedagogical skills in the                 
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schools, and where the third parties in education have their place and significance:  

 

 

“I think some teachers, I have the feeling that they still teach the old way. Like - I am the teacher, I                      

know what you are going to do, etc. But some teachers think more like that knowledge is everywhere,                  

you can find it everywhere. (...) So I see the new teachers more like Coaches in their behaviour. Some                   

teachers might be more interested in behavior or other parts.. They might not be interested so much in                  

media and technology. You work with children. you do not work in the school to work with technology.                  

Otherwise you would choose another thing”  (Claudia, 2nd).  

 

The nature of cooperation with the third parties is something that the ODB Coordinator explained very                

clearly; the school is able to identify where it lacks expertise, and find the third parties that are able to                    

help to bring in the needed knowledge. It is not uncommon to invite the private partners to the primary                   

education; as ODB Coordinator pointed out, next to Je Weet Zelf TV, Onder De Bogen worked in                 

similar partnerships for different subjects (such as fine arts or sciences).  

 

“Claudia comes in just for these lessons (...) because we think that is her expertise. So we want to get                    

her inside the school instead of us doing it ourselves.” 

 Is it because you do not have the expertise? 

“Yeah, I think so. (...) it's not for what I learned for. But Claudia did. That's why we also have a                     

special teacher for teaching PE, and one for debate lessons, for arts, for science... I think it is very                   

good to use other people's qualities inside the school. Also to get the children know a lot of different                   

people” (ODB Coordinator).  
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The overall answer to the second sub-question: 

 

RQ2.:  How does co-creation with beneficiaries affect Je Weet Zelf TV?  
 
follows in the bullet points on this page.  
 
 
 
● Beneficiaries appear to be the essential part of the whole business model of Je Weet Zelf TV.                 

They bring a specific imprint to the products co-created by them, the schools and Je Weet Zelf TV.  

 

● Co-creating with beneficiaries in the professional video productions by impacted by some            

factors. In order to achieve desired professional results, some constraints and limitations naturally             

occurred or had to be imposed. These did not appear to be fatal - rather, the co-creation process                  

appears to have a form of maintaining the balance between supervising the children in the production                

and facilitating them in bringing their own input into the videos.  

 

● Working with beneficiaries through teaching digital media literacy in schools and other            

institutions is an essential component of Je Weet Zelf TV business model. Helping to teach the                

discipline that has not been implemented into the established educational curriculum, neither it does              

follow any established teaching method, means that the practice results in a two-way, co-creative              

learning process. That happens especially due to the beneficiaries' advancement in use of the digital               

media. The data provided enough evidence that the coaches of Je Weet Zelf TV learn within their                 

teaching practice on an ongoing basis, and they do implement the acquired learnings back into their                

work.  

 

● The managers of Je Weet Zelf TV expressed their philosophy and vision of education in               

digital media literacy as two-way learning and discovering the knowledge in between all co-creating              

parts (Je Weet Zelf TV, teachers and beneficiaries). According to the interviews, it is desirable to                

create such co-creation schemes that allow for ongoing mutual learning between all the parts involved. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

 

6.1. CREATIVITY 

 

It was important to frame this study in the creative and cultural industries, in order to keep in mind that                    

the case organization operates with symbolic products and knowledge. I find it important to set this                

framework, since the results of this study might very well turn out differently in the context of                 

activities with lower level of creativity (for example, manufacturing or sales could be also based on                

beneficiary co-creation, but one could argue they would involve nearly no levels of symbolic value and                

creativity).  

 

Hesmongalh (2013) points out the “symbolic creativity” as a process that is “common to all human                

societies, by means of which symbols are brought into being” (Hesmondhalgh, 2012). The symbolic              

value of a product is considered as one of the measures of creativity; the creative (or cultural) products                  

usually do carry strong symbolic value that is intangible, but still understandable enough for the               

audience (Jones, et. al., 2012). 

 

Jones et. al (2012) outlined two dimensions, that help us outline the measure of creativity in products -                  

that is the ratio of its symbolic content to its functional usage. For example, advertising was placed                 

somewhere in the middle on this scale (for its high functional usage). On the other hand, artistic and                  

mainstream film is placed much higher, since its symbolic content is usually very high but functional                

usage can be regarded as lower.  

 

As this study mainly distinguished between the two main activities held by Je Weet Zelf TV, I                 

consider as reasonable to analyze the level of “creativity” separately for each of them. 

 

Video-productions 

Promotional videos made by Je Weet Zelf TV can be regarded as having high symbolic content (the                 

storyline introduces the subject of the video involving the school environment and the children being               
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part of it). Also, it has quite high functional usage; since the primary purpose is rather promotional                 

than artistic. 

 

 

 

Digital media education 

 

Looking into the educational mission of Je Weet Zelf TV, it gets more interesting to discuss the                 

creative dimensions, since education as such is not widely included in the literature as belonging to the                 

creative industries. 

 

Digitalisation and media has been a part of discussion about creative and cultural industries. Lampel               

et. al (2000) described cultural goods as “experiential goods that derive their value from subjective               

experiences that rely heavily on using symbols in order to manipulate perception and emotion”              

(Lampel, et. al, 2000; 264).  

   

Hesmondalgh (2013) stressed that cultural industries matter mostly because they have a strong             

influence on our understanding and knowledge of the world. “Digitalisation, the internet and mobile              

telephony have multiplied the ways in which audiences can gain access to content, and have made                

small-scale production easier for millions of people. (...) Cultural products increasingly circulate            

across national borders. Images, sounds and narratives are borrowed and adapted from other places              

on an unprecedented scale (...) Collectively, informational and entertainment texts contribute strongly            

to our sense of who we are, of what it means to be a woman or man… (...) They shape our sense of                       

how we might live together in modern societies, of how democracy, justice and rights might operate. ..                 

etc. (...) They do orientate audiences towards particular ways of thinking” (Hesmondhalgh 2013).  

 

Je Weet Zelf TV directly tackles the issues that are rising in the societies as externalities of the digital                   

development, nowadays widely regarded as a creative industry.  

As my interviewees pointed out, not being able to follow any established methodology, requires a               

great portion of creativity in the teaching practices. Je Weet Zelf TV teaches the discipline that is not                  

yet rich on either wide practise or extensive research. Living in the online world brings out many                 

externalities, which the society only started to recognize during the last decades; namely, my              

interviewees mentioned things such as lower self confidence amongst teenagers, online bullying,            
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unrealistic expectations linked to negative self and body image, filter bubbles created by targeted              

algorithms, or, last but not least, fake news (Interviews). The country's educational system has not yet                

adopted systematic methodologies in digital media literacy. That makes this are an “interesting             

playing field”, as Jurjen pointed out in our interview.  

 

6.2. SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 

To assess whether Je Weet Zelf TV can be regarded to as an organization belonging to the co called                   

for-impact sector was important mainly because of the settings including the “beneficiaries”.            

Beneficiaries are a category of stakeholders different from employees or paying customers. While any              

type of commercial enterprise have customers who should also benefit from the service they are               

paying for, a for-impact enterprise might head its services towards a group of people who can not                 

financially pay for those received services.  

 

Assessing whether Je Weet Zelf TV can be understood as belonging to the for-impact sector, I decided                 

to follow the definition of a social entrepreneurs identifying the “social category” of opportunities              

(Defourny, 2001, Martin and Osberg, 2007), since the overall mission of Je Weet Zelf TV - tackling                 

the problems that arise within the use of digital media through education - has not been widely                 

addressed or commercially exploited in the recent past.  

 

Je Weet Zelf TV was founded as a business offering services mainly to organizations belonging to a                 

not-for-profit sector. The mission is strongly focused on educating children and youngsters            

(beneficiaries), and the evidence drawn from my data suggested that Je Weet Zelf TV follows mainly                

this mission, while also focusing on financial bottom line of the company. There was a significant                

importance put on the mission, for example by the founders emphasizing their service to the children,                

or Jurjen mentioning meeting their clients halfway in order to help them (Jurjen Interview).  

 

Alter (2006) presented a framework of social enterprises based on whether the “social programme”              

(social mission) of an enterprise is internal or external to the enterprising activities. Particularly she               

distinguished between three modes - social programme embedded into, integrated to, and external to              

the enterprising activities. The framework is useful to see where the mission meets the financial               
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bottom line in an enterprise, which presents a good basis in order to identify the role of a beneficiary                   

in the particular business model.  

 

I believe that the “social programme” is in the case of Je Weet Zelf TV fully embedded to the                   

enterprising activity of Je Weet Zelf TV. Both income streams resulting of the main activities               

(educational lessons and promotional video productions) are directly linked to the overall mission             

(education). Co-creation with the beneficiaries is also part of both social mission and the enterprising               

activity. That puts the beneficiaries in the position directly linked to the value-proposition of products               

and services of Je Weet Zelf TV.  

 

Another point of view on Je Weet Zelf TV as a social enterprise can be seen by identifying the                   

“antagonistic assets”. The data collected for this study suggest that the antagonistic assets can be               

identified primarily in the video promotional product line of Je Weet Zelf TV.  

 

As Hockerts (2015) explains, the hybrid organizations identify an opportunity that is normally seen as               

antagonistic by the commercial sector. For the purpose of following the social mission, the hybrid               

organizations search for ways to turn the antagonisms into complementarities.  

 

The video products produced by Je Weet Zelf TV are based on the value proposition that they are                  

partly made by the children. This is opposing to the notion that the children do not have the skills for                    

producing professional video. Through co-creation and with the help of the professional coaches, the              

products contains an original imprint of the children. That comes into existence through “developing              

new complementarities” (Hockerts, 2015), when the children are acquiring new skills in the process.  
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6.3. CO-CREATION 

 

There is enough evidence that Je Weet Zelf TV does not create only on its own. Rather, Je Weet Zelf                    

TV business is essentially the result of constant contact and collaboration with the clients and the                

beneficiaries. Je Weet Zelf TV operates in the educational sector, where it takes advantage of a wide                 

and rich network it is embedded in, for generating ideas and collaborating between partner              

organizations and clients.  

 

 

 

Role of the Beneficiaries  

 

The beneficiaries of Je Weet Zelf TV are, indeed, one of the end users of the company's services.  

 

Following the discussion of authors such as Twersky (2016), or Cea and Rimington (2013), this study                

aims to investigate how an enterprise such as Je Weet Zelf TV creates value together with its                 

beneficiaries.  

Twersky pointed out that in the for-impact sector, the focus is often put on listening to those who pay,                   

rather than the beneficiaries themselves. Cea and Rimington, for example, mentioned examples such as              

Ashoka article about a social enterprise who delivered a product line of affordable glasses to improve                11

learning conditions of rural children - only to realize that they would not wear them simply because of                  

their ugly design. Such examples were laid out as evidence for insufficient co-creation with              

beneficiaries in the for-impact sector.  

 

I believe that the for-impact sector working with beneficiaries can draw, indeed, parallels with the               

knowledge we already have from the commercial sector. However, this can only be done to some                

extent. The context is everything.  

 

The basic fact pointed out by Hippel, that the users expect to benefit from the service, while the                  

producers expect to profit from selling the service, can serve us as a basis for implementation of                 

11 https://www.ashoka.org/ 
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different motives of different groups of agents. Maria et. al. point out that different needs originate in                 

different frames of language (therefore thinking) amongst different groups of people.  

“Users often use languages that are very different from those used by manufacturers. Manufacturers              

think in terms of processes, technologies, and features, while users think in terms of performance,               

practices, and desires. Since information on product usage is heavily context-specific (i.e. sticky),             

users are the actors best suited to innovate in valuable directions.” (Maria, et. al.)  

 

In this context, we can presume that the beneficiaries have specific needs, that might be understood or                 

expressed differently by those who are providing services to them.  

 

The context of our case organization Je Weet Zelf TV is framed mainly by the fact that the                  

beneficiaries are children. Children in our societies are mostly left to judgement and decisions of those                

who care for them - parents, teachers and educational systems. More importantly, being able to               

identify the childrens' needs requires a deep understanding of the children's development.  

 

As identified in the results, there are certain contexts enabling certain Je Weet Zelf TV beneficiaries to                 

bring up more inventions and discoveries. It suggests that it is possible to identify “lead beneficiaries”                

in analogy with Hippel's “lead users” .  

 

According to our results, mostly motivated students with enough previous knowledge and the right              

conditions that facilitate creativity, were those who possess the most potential to facilitate the              

knowledge and skills within video-productions and general digital skills. This was certainly shown by              

the example of an after-school voluntary workshops with higher-class educated children, that already             

had a lot of skills in video editing; therefore they also showed high levels of inventiveness in the                  

workshops.  

 

However, other cases might teach Je Weet Zelf TV more valuable information about the negative               

consequences of misuse of digital media (such as cyber bullying and similar). This can, on the other                 

hand, stem from the less privileged or problematic environments.  

 

There are two basic known distinctions of innovation according to its size: incremental, radical              

innovation (Norman and Verganti, 2014). The beneficiaries in our data were seen as contributing only               
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with incremental discoveries. However, these incremental discoveries appeared to be the absolutely            

essential stream of knowledge that flows into Je Weet Zelf TV's practice.  

The Flow of Knowledge 

 

As discovered in the data description section, the constant practice of Je Weet Zelf TV coming to                 

contact with its beneficiaries is the way how Je Weet Zelf TV collects the data and information                 

necessary for its further practice. Co-creation of value therefore goes hand in hand with the “R&D”                

activities of Je Weet Zelf TV. As pointed out by various authors (Chesbrough, 2010, Felin and Zenger,                 

2014), open innovation depends mainly on the knowledge acquired from the external sources,             

including the end users. The data of this study suggest that significant portion of the knowledge                

acquired by Je Weet Zelf TV, comes precisely from the beneficiaries themselves.  

 

 

Figure 4.: Co-creation between Je Weet Zelf TV, Onder De Bogen and the beneficiaries 
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6.1. GENERALIZATIONS 
 
 
Based on the data description and discussion chapters, the following pages will answer the overall               

research question of this study: 

 

RQ: HOW CO-CREATION WITH BENEFICIARIES IMPACTS A CREATIVE SOCIAL 

ENTERPRISE?  

 

 

This case study is a context-dependent study. The most significant facts about the case organization,               

impacting on the empirical context and therefore results, are:  

 

● Je Weet Zelf TV is a company based in Utrecht, Netherlands.  

 

● Je Weet Zelf TV offers its services mostly to institutions belonging to the public or nonprofit                

non-governmental sector.  

 

● Je Weet Zelf TV beneficiaries are children and young people in primary and secondary              

education.  

 

 

 

The following points answering the overall research question, are only based on the evidence drawn               

from data collected in Je Weet Zelf TV. Based on the theoretical frameworks in co-creation, social                

entrepreneurship and creative industries, I suggest that the following findings can be generalized in the               

wider context: 

 

 

● Beneficiaries are an important source of knowledge, particularly information about their           

needs. They also provide information about the sector and the market.  
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In case of Je Weet Zelf TV, the enterprise constantly learns from the beneficiaries about the emerging                 

issues linked to the use of digital media, which is implemented back to the teaching practice, and                 

keeping the company up to date in its competences.  

 

● The beneficiaries can be a source of innovation . It is hard to generalize on the size of                 

innovations coming from the beneficiaries in general, since beneficiaries can comprise of various             

groups of population with different backgrounds.  

 

In our case study, the beneficiaries are children. They were mostly seen as bringing incremental               

discoveries into the dialogue, such as small technical tricks while using software, or information on               

various consequences of unsupervised use of digital media.  

 

● The business model of an enterprise is directly linked to its co-creation schemes.             

Beneficiaries can be solely receivers of the service, but they can also be employees or customers at the                  

same time. It is important to understand the business model of the enterprise in order to be able to                   

know where the beneficiaries stand in the picture.  

 

In the case of Je Weet Zelf TV, beneficiaries are the receivers of the benefits, but they are also                   

co-creators of the service at the same time. They are not employed by the company, neither do they                  

pay for the services provided to them.  

 

● It is important to carefully examine the context while identifying which beneficiaries have the              

strongest impact on the enterprise and in which way. Beneficiaries often belong to specific groups of                

population, that might demand specific ways of communication and show specific types of needs. For               

example, a work-integration social enterprise works with different beneficiaries and a different            

business model, than an enterprise working in primary education.  

 

In the case of this case study, the beneficiaries are children, who gradually develop their abilities of                 

abstract thinking and expressing themselves towards the adults while growing up. Therefore it is              

necessary to treat them accordingly, based on a deep understanding of the topic and pedagogical               

expertise.  
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● Depending on the context, beneficiaries can positively or negatively impact the final            

product.  

In our example, beneficiaries were directly involved in the production of the products. While some of                

them needed a lot of assistance and might be seen as slowing down the productivity, their role was                  

crucial for the creative product. In the case of Je Weet Zelf TV, the children's imprint served as the                   

main source of value proposition.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study explores and reveals how a particular enterprise belonging to the creative and for-impact               

sector co-creates with its beneficiaries.  

 

The research draws mainly on the theoretical framework of co-creation of value, as well as open and                 

user innovation. These concepts have been studied mainly in the context of commercial sector. This               

study explored how they can be applied to the for-impact sector.  

 

Co-creation presumes the creation between several partners, who are sharing mutual benefits            

(Prahalad, 2004). This study aimed at exploring how beneficiaries impact the enterprise that provides              

them with a service.  

 

My conclusion is that the beneficiaries impact Je Weet Zelf TV mainly as being a constant source of                  

knowledge and organizational learning.  

 

The case organization is an enterprise that operates in a relatively new area of digital media literacy                 

education. Despite a relatively low competitiveness of the sector it operates in, it requires high portion                

of creativity to be able to constantly react on developments in the digital society. In the 21st century,                  

one can easily assume that any educational curriculum on digital media literacy does not stay up to                 

date for too long. Learning from the beneficiaries therefore presents the main source of knowledge for                

Je Weet Zelf TV.  

 

It is therefore desirable for the organization to facilitate such conditions that enable it to acquire this                 

knowledge. This involves, on the one hand, technical knowledge, such as the use of various software                

applications. On the other hand, beneficiaries provide information about the problems that occur as              

negative externalities of the digital society development (such as cyber bullying and similar).  

 

Despite the fact that the beneficiaries were seen mainly as providing only incremental contributions,              

there is an ongoing learning line that the coaches and teachers reported while working with their                

students. The longer the cooperation, the more rewarding appeared the co-creation process between the              

company and the school.  
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Co-creation with beneficiaries, but also with the clients, was found as the main element of the case                 

organizations' business model.  

 

It is worth mentioning that the model of inviting third parties to primary and secondary education was                 

seen as a well working practice, as well as one of the possible solutions to the problems that the                   

educational systems are nowadays facing. It is worth investigating the possibilities of scaling and              

replicating this model in the future research.  
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APPENDIX 
 
 
Interview with Couch 1 (excerpt)    

Is there any difference in quality of education and social classes of the kids? 

The basic lessons are the same, but the extra lessons are different. But of course every school has a different 
level. It depends on the neighborhood, which kids are coming to the school.. So yeah, that is different. But in 
Holland, the education system is... the basic lessons are all the same. 

Out of these 7 schools you were working with, is some of them really somehow special and out of the zone? 

I don't think the level, but I think how free the kids are. Montessori is a really different for education I think, they 
are more free, from the first grade they already learn that they can choose themselves, so yeah, there is a 
difference in how free the kids are. And of course every learning environment in the school is different. 
sometimes you have a school with the kids from population that is really heavy. And then you have to be strict 
school. Of course. 

In the 7 schools I did ,you see a lot of difference.  

You were involved in this video? 

No not this one. I was involved in Montessori - this one…. 

It is the one were the kids were vlogging themselves. 

So you see that the kids are doing a lot by themselves. 

They are filming themselves and asking the questions... 

 

How old are they? 

It is different. The kids in the beginning are... He is like 5, 6 years old.. She is a bit older… So they are all from 
the different grades. 

This is the first one I did. With Claudia and the first conversations with the directors, and then I made the video 
with Jurjen. 

 

Can you elaborate more on how the kids were involved? 

Yeah, so you can see in the beginning Jurjen makes a lot of filming about how they come in, and the kids are 
filming here (you can see). At the beginning, we did a small course with the kids about how to use the camera, 
how to ask the questions... It is really 15 minutes, it is really short. On  the day of the production. So how it 
works, what they have to do. And then during the day they are asking the question. Because with small kids like 
that you can't do it two days before - if you ask them what questions they are going to ask... then it is all gone. So 
you have to do it at the moment. They can do it a little bit themselves - I think that is important that they can do... 
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They can say it in their own way. And then they do interviews, and they take you to the school with the camera, 
and that is how we work with them during the day. 

How long does it last? 

Like half a day. 

And you are present with them and you all are filming? 

Yes. You can see that they are filming themselves, Jurjen is filming them, so we have double... And the little kid, 
you can see it over here, he is asking the questions. Because it is of course really difficult for him - how to hold 
the camera etc. So I am at the back, I make sure the camera is still, so I am holding it as well for him. But the 
other kids, they can do it themselves. 

Who was editing the video? 

Jurjen did. 

When you were working with the kids, did they know what and why are they doing? 

I think the smaller ones just say... “Oh that is something different, I can play a little bit”... But the older ones of 
course, and because you have to have permission for the kids to appear in the video. So the school makes sure 
that on the day, all the kids know that today is going to be a filming day, and so.. every kid knows what it is for. 
For the smaller kids... I don't think they have an idea. They were told what it means. But if they really know? 

The older kids, they have a good idea for what it is. 

Are they exited and do they take personal responsibility? 

I think that is so nice about the kids. It has a lot of involvement of the kids. Especially the older kids, they really 
want the others to see what they do and how it works. I think they feel that responsibility. For smaller kids, it is 
different. 

Do they also know, where is the video going, what kind of channels it is distributed on and so on? 

Yeah, they know. And also it is on their website. They let other people see it... 

They would also share it ? 

I think, with family, yeah.. I think so. 

Then we are still talking about kids up to 12 years old? 

Yeah, all primary school. 

When you were filming with this particular video. Can you remember, during the actual process of 
filming, if something surprised you from the kids? 

With this video, you can see here that she is showing what she is doing.. (9:55). And this, he did everything by 
himself - you didn't have to tell him at all, how to do it. That surprised me a bit. He was one of the older ones, of 
course, but it still surprised me.  
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